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New Song returns to Liberty
Group members
give 'church'
music new sound

ton, met in the early 1980s.
They have cut seven records, with many
earning recognition as well as several Christian music awards.
The album A Dove, won album of the
year, and Living Proof, produced five Top 5
FROM STAFF REPORTS
adult contemporary singles, including two
The Christian music group New Song will number one songs "Living Proof' and "Only
be in concert at Liberty University in the the Hands."
Multi-Purpose Center on Friday, Nov. 12, at
New Song's roots in the "real world" re7:30 p.m. The concert will be the fourth held flect in songs that speak to a Christian's walk
during the 1993-94 academic school year.
in day-to-day life, according to members.
'This group is not something we decided
"We're just regular guys singing the music
to do. It's something God called us into," we all like. It's not 'church music' We're
Bobby Apon, one New Song member, stated. trying to break down the traditional barriers
New Song, which consists of Apon, Eddie in churches and show that Christianity is not
Carswell, Billy Goodwin and Eddie Middle- just a Sunday format but an everyday thing.

We want people to see that they can have fun
in praising the Lord," Carswell explained.
In addition, the group tries to create concerts that make the audience realize how important they are to God.
"Hopefully, someone who attends our
concert will leave really understanding,
maybe just how special they are in God's
eyes. The world makes big promises but
never delivers," Middleton stated.
Tickets are currendy on sale in the university bookstore, at the student life office as
well as New Life Books and Gifts and the
Baptists Book Store for $7. Tickets are $5 at
the door.
Additional information can be obtained by
contacting the student life office at ext. 2131.

file photo

CONCERT TIME AGAIN — New Song, with Bobby Apon, Eddie Carswell,
Billy Goodwin and Eddie Middleton, will perform at LU on Friday, Nov. 12.

Recruitment trips boost, increase future enrollment
"We're getting to the point that in the next
few years we are going to have to limit
Since the marketing department began enrollment,"Spencer said.
recruiting full force, Liberty University has
Spencer also stated that if the applicant
been invited to more than 100 college fairs, trend continues at its current accelerated
conducted numerous recruitment trips across rate, LU admissions counselors will soon be
the United States and contacted 3,000 poten- unable to accept everyone who applies.
tial students for the 1994-95 academic
"We're still in the midst of our Renaisschool year.
sance years — still in the building process,"
In addition, the department is making Spencer claimed.
plans to enforce limited enrollment in the
One reason for this added growth is the
near future, according to Jay Spencer, direc- use of region representatives across
tor of LU marketing.
America who have been attending high

By PAMELA E.WALCK
News Editor

school college fairs.
"We divided up regions of the country and
concentrate on areas that normally draw the
most students," Spencer explained.
Thefivetraveling representatives, who are
all LU graduates, cover regions of the United
States including: the southeast of Florida,
Georgia and North Carolina; the northeast of
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York,
Maryland and the District of Columbia, as
well as various midwestern states.
"They (the region representatives) are
doing a real good job and are bringing back

excellent reports," Spencer stated.
For example, the one northeast representative attended a college fair at a large Christian school in upstate New York. Other competitive schools were there as well, including
Taylor University, Cederville College and
Messiah College.
The representadve said that his information table was swamped with juniors and
seniors wanting to know more about Liberty.
"We're getting that kind of response wherever we go. This is a different generation of
kids, and it seems to me that what Dr. Falwell

7FM

Opera provides
challenge, humor
By PAMELA E. WALCK
News Editor

In what Dr. Wayne Kompelien,
professor of music, considers a "rare
opportunity," the Liberty University
Opera Workshop will be performing

Wolfgang Mozart's musical farce
Cosi Fan Tutte. The workshop will
begin on Friday, Nov. 12, in the
Lloyd Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Cosi Fan Tutte, a vocally demanding comic opera according to Kompelien, was written in Italian, but
will be performed in English.
Kompelien stated that, Cosi Fan
Tutte will be different from last
year's drama, The Tenderland.
"I wanted to do something more
comic (compared to last year) and I

has been trying to achieve over the past 20
years — a Christian liberal arts college offering both academics and athletics on a competitive level—has balanced out and become
recognized by kids across the country,"
Spencer stated.
In addition, according to a recent survey
conducted each year by the advertising department at Campus Life to discover reader
awareness of Christian colleges, Liberty University was ranked number four during 1993.

knew that I had a strong set of singers
to choose from," Kompelien stated.
"You need awfully good singers
for this because the music is so vocally demanding. I found it a rare
opportunity to do a show of this
type," Kompelien continued.
The opera, based on the fickleness
of women and the humor of relationships between men and women,
opens with two young couples pledging to be married.
The troubles begin when an old
philosopher, Don Alfonso, portrayed
by Daniel Prunaru, bets the two
young men that their women would
not be true to them.

Champion Reporter

Champion Reporter

See Opera, Page 2

Designed as a test of hard work,
the talent of LU seniors is finally
brought to light each semester, as
graduating music majors are challenged to perform in their senior recitals.
'The recitals are actually a combination of four years of study and
private lessons. It's the chance for
the student to take all they have
learned and put it into a one-night

performance," Dr. Raymond Locy,
chairman of the department of fine
arts, said.
The recitals, which are held each
semester, are mandatory for all music majors of education, sacred music, vocal and instrumental.
"This is a one-credit hour requirement The actual recital performance requirements are one hour for
music performance majors such as
See Recitals, Page 2

Advising
program
receives
award
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

Senior recitals help
majors prepare future
By CHARLES E. MALLORY

See Recruitment, Page 3

GOOD OL' COUNTRY BOYS.— Cavern Band members Jonathan Robbins and Phil Potter
jam it up country style during a sold out concert at David's Place on Saturday, Nov, 6. See related
story on Page 2L
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Once again Liberty's advising
program has represented itself well
in the National Academic Advising
Association competition.
"We've put (advisers) in for four
years, and we've gotten three merit
award winners," Dr. Wilbur Groat,
coordinator of faculty advisers, said.
In the 1993 contest, adviser and
professor Grace Liddle was named a
Merit Award winner.
In addition, a counseling program
devised by the advisers and registrar
departments received a Program
Certificate of Merit Award.
"They recognized meritorious
advising techniques," Groat said.
Liddle, who was named Liberty's
adviser-of-the-year in 1993, had her
name submitted to the national competition where she was one of 23
Certificate of Merit winners.
"I take the time with my advisees.
I try to be thorough with them and
show an interest," Liddle explained
her success.
This nationally recognized adviser
said she tries to get personally involved with her advisees.
See Awards, Page 2

LU debate team hosts largest tourney on circuit
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter
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Students who saw a group of
strange people lugging large boxes
around campus this weekend should
not be worried.
They were not carting away library books; they were debate teams
from 20 universities, taking part in
Liberty's seventh annual debate
tournament.
"Once again this was one of the
best run tournaments that we have
attended. The LU staff is to be commended," Leonard Bennett, coach at
George Mason University, said.
The boxes lugged around all

Feature: students
display rudeness in LU
cafeteria

See Page 7
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weekend contained evidence and
source material for the more than 132
debaters and 44 judges Liberty
hosted for the three-day tournament,
which started Friday Nov. 5.
Wake Forest won the tourney's
varsity division.
The University of West Virginia
was the junior varsity champion, and
the U.S. Naval Academy was the
winner in the novice arena.
Liberty, however, did not seed any
official teams at this competition.
Saturday evening was capped off
with an appearance by Dr. Jerry Falwell, Liberty's chancellor, where he
addressed the debaters and answered

questions.
"Debate is one of those areas that
prepare students for life in the 21st
century. I cannot imagine you going
into any field where your experience
in debate would not help you," Falwell stated.
Though reaction to Falwell's answers was mixed, many said they
were impressed by his firmness on
his convictions.
"Dr. Falwell is one# of the most
intelligent men I personally have
met. I am glad there are people out
there who still fight for the right,"
Elliot Avidan, a Naval Academy
debater, said. "

Opinion: Champion
examines number of gays
on Hill
_ _ t.
See Page 14

For some, the banquet was a high
point of the debate—something that
set it apart from other tournaments.
"It's nice to see the school administration interested in debate. (Falwell) would make a good debater,"
Andrew Richard, a Navy debater,
commented.
"I didn't necessary agree with him,
but what he said was interesting,"
Richard continuedd.
Liberty will debate next at Wake
Forest next weekend. According to
Liberty Head Coach Brett O'Donnell
there will be two novice, varsity
teams and junior varsity teams debating as varsity, respectively.

Sports: Flames suffer
fifth loss at University of
Central Florida
See Page 9
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Country band
shares salvation
ol' fashion style

WOLBI reunion
brings friends,
alumni together
By AMY MORRIS
World News Editor

"Keep bringing sinners to Christ"
was the overall theme of the Word of
Life reunion; "Let's Get Back With
Jack," which assembled on Wednesday, Nov. 3, in DeMoss 160-161.
With the attendance of more than
150 Word of Life Bible Institute
alumni, ranging from the class of 1982
to the class of 1993, the reunion was
loud, enthusiastic and challenging.
John Cartwright, LU senior and
WOLBI alumnus, commented that
some newly transferred students might
not find the same spiritual support at
Liberty that they had received at
WOLBI.
"Here (at LU) and in the real world,
you're not going to have an RA looking over your shoulder to see if you
did your quiet time for the day. This
is the time to see if your fire for God
came from the heat around you or
from within," Cartwright said.

In addition, Dr. Jack Wyrtzen,
founder of WOLBI, shared what the
evangelistic ministry was accomplishing around the globe and challenged
students to evangelize wherever God
placed them.
To support this, several students
described various ministries at Liberty that they were involved in and
invited others to get involved as well.
"Some of you feel that your year at
Word of Life has been the best of your
life. But each year after that should
get better spiritually," Cartwright
stated.
Jamie Volosin, junior, cited other
differences between WOL and LU.
"At Word of Life, everyone does
the same thing at the same time. Quiet
time every morning, chapel every day
and devotions every night. Now that
I don't have that, my faith is challenged every day and by making the
right choices, my faith has grown so
much stronger," she concluded.

By TREY HENSLEY
Champion Reporter

photo by Jason Chrlstofl

"WHERE TWO OR MORE ARE GATHERED"—Word of Life
Bible Institute founder Dr. Jack Wyrtzen speaks with WOLBI
alumni currently enrolled at Liberty on Wednesday, Nov. 3. The
reunion was part of the numerous activities held during Super
Conference.

Recruitment-

Awards
Continued from Page 1
"I send them birthday cards and
commend them when they have a
good GPA.. .It's a continuous process," she stated.
Liddle has been teaching and advising at Liberty for the last 14 years,
interacting mostly with elementary
education majors.
However, Liddle added that she
was not the only one to put a lot of
time into advising.

"Everybody in this center should
get the award," she said.
In addition, Liberty also received a
merit award for a program designed
specifically to counsel students on
academic warning or probation.
"This is thefirstprogram I've submitted. They're (N AC AD A) looking
for quality programs," Groat said.
Furthermore, Groat said that the
program has kept more students at
school and has cut down on the num-

Opera
Continued from Page 1
The young gentlemen, Guglielmo,
played by Daniel Vinersar, and Ferrando. played by Gavin Dean, accept
the bet only to learn that theymust
participate in Alfonso's little trick.
Ferrando and Guglielmo tell the
ladies, Dorabella, played by Jennifer
Roberts, and Fiordiligi, played by
Rachel Heer, that they must leave for
war.
However, unbeknownst to the two
women, Ferrando and Guglielmo
return disguised as two Albanians
and attempt to woe the other man's
fiance.

Along with the plot is Despina,
portrayedby Jennifer Kelly, Alfonos's
maid who aids in the deception
throughout the opera.
In time, the women fall for the
romantic advances from the Albanians and agree to marry them.
However, suddenly Dorabella and
Fiordiligi's beaus return from war
and are ready to marry.
"By the end of the opera the plan is
revealed. The guys forgive the girls
for beingfickle,and they live happily
ever after," Kompclien stated.
However,according to Kompelien,
the humerous aspect of the opera is

By now everyone has heard of
Cavern, but The Liberty Champion
is here to give you the latest "scoop"
on the country band that accents campus life here at Liberty.
Cavern was established in March
1993 when Liberty University students John Kavanaugh" and Mike
Home got together with an idea to
start a country band.
According to Kavanaugh, the idea
for a band was mostly "for fun."
However, this new idea has become a thriving reality that is now the
hottest musical team on campus.
Cavern incorporates the talents of
Kavanaugh, Home, Kevin Clark, Phil
Potter and Jonathan Robbins.
In addition, the country band is
receiving a scholarship from Liberty
and actively participates in recruiting
activities for the university.
According to band members, this
keeps them fairly busy as they prac-

tice on Tuesday and Thursday nights,
depending on their class schedules.
However, their impact is one of
strategic infiltration, as Cavern attempts to play music that appeals to
different listeners.
Then, following performances,
Cavern group members have the opportunity to share the gospel at various promotional rallies.
"Youcan'tjustgoin and preach the
gospel to tell people what you want to
tell them. You have to plan how you
are going to tell them," Kavanaugh
stated.
He also explained that in today's
world witnessing must take on different forms that will appeal to a variety
of people, and that is Cavern's main
goal.
In addition, the group has recently
cut an album and has tapes for sale as
well, which according to Kavanaugh,
widens the scope of opportunities for
the band to share its talent.

ber of disciplinary actions.
"Liberty has noticed a decline in
the numberof students appealingacademic dismissal and has doubled its
retention rate with students on probation," Groat said.
A keynote idea of the program is
personal contact with the students
which fits in nicely with Liddle's
advising philosophy.
"Just take time with the students.
That'sall it takes," Liddle concluded.

Continued from Page 1
This number is up from the previous
year, when LU ranked number 17,
Spencer said.
As a result of the additional advertising, the marketing department has
recorded more than 3,000 high school
students showing a desire to attend
LU in fall 1994.
According to Spencer, this is where
more than 200 LU telemarketers come
into effect.
The current program has the telemarketerscontactingeachofthe3,000
how the relationships build and work. potential students, mailing them in"Mozart is worth listening to. It's formation packages, discussing varicorny but it's meant to be because it's ous aspects of admissions and simply
talking to them about Liberty.
a farce," Kompelien explained.
This form of recruitment proved to;.
The show runs for approximately
pay
off during the October College-'
two hours, and the singers will be accompanied on piano by Dr. Samuel
Wellman.
"Cosi Fan Tutte" will run Friday,
Nov. 12;Saturday,Nov. 13;Tuesday,
Nov. 16; Friday, Nov. 19; and Saturday, Nov. 20.
Tickets are currently on sale for $4
at the fine arts ticket office.
All shows begin at 8 p.m. in the
Lloyd Auditorium.

For-A-Weekend (CFAW), when more
than 250 high school students attended.
Although that is not a high number
for CFAW, according to Spencer, the
turnout was much better than he expected considering the heavy high
school athletic and Homecoming
schedules during that time of the
school year.
In addition, Spencer also stated
that the number is expected to double
for the CFAW scheduled later this
month.
Though all the figurers are not
in yet, the marketing department
expects anywhere from 400 to 500
high school juniors and seniors to
attend.
*
"Between 80 and 90 percent of the

kids we call right now are saying that
LU is in their top three choices for
college in the fall. We hope to make it
number one," Spencer said.
In addition, the regional recruiters
are planning to attend one of the largest college fairs in the country, D.C.
1994 and L.A. 1994, a conglomeration of Christian college and university representatives sponsored by
Youth For Christ.
The event, expected to draw more
than 20,000 high school juniors and
seniors, will include guest appearances by Steven Curtis Chapman and
D.C. Talk.
"It would be like having a presidential ball without the president. Nowdays, the kids just expect us to attend
functions like this," Spencer stated.

Recitals
Continued from Page 1
vocal and instrumental. One-half hour
is required of those majoring in music
education and sacred music," Locy
explained.
The seniors participating in the
required recitals believe that the program is beneficial to their learning
process and claim that it helps them
polish their skills.
"One thing about the recitals is
that wehavea'hearing'approximately
four to six weeks before the actual

recital is scheduled," Tammy Pryor, a
senior music education major, explained about the benefits.
"The hearing allows us to perform
our recital in front of our own private
instructor. It is not only for preparation, but for suggestions and what
needs to be worked on and improved,"
Pryor continued.
The scores of music allowed for the
recitals are determined by faculty of
the music department.
"All music has its own degree of

performance difficulty. The senior is
then given the opportunity to choose
the selections from that list," Locy
explained.
All performances are presented in
the fine arts recital hall in FA 101.
According to Locy, a complete
listing of the senior recitals through
December of this year may be obtained from the fine arts department
or by calling ext. 2318.
Next semester's recital schedule
will be released at a later date.
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LIGHT FAMILY MEDICAL
Dr. Todd Mac Dowall D.C.
CHIROPRACTOR
Liberty University Alumnus
New campus location
at health services

2811 Linkhorne Dr.
Lynchburg, VA 24503

582-2514

384 - 8285

Light

Antonina 's

Light Medical, Inc.
Family Health Center
offices located in
Healih Services ai LU
& 2811 Linkhorne Drive

A Christian medical practice
lor medical
& counseling needs
Hours:

M-F
8:30 am-5:00 pm
(804)582-2514

VISA

Italian •Restaurant & 'Pizzeria
Pizza Buffet

$4.49

t

Wed. & Thurs

SPECIAL
2 Lg. Pizzas
(any topping)

$15.99

With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than 10 million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be?

10% Student Discount with I D . • Dinners Only
2128 Wards Kil. • Hills Plaza

TAKE OUT (804) 237-3102
Vibd USA Inc. 1993 _J
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Senate approves court justices, passes new legislation
to the students," Christopher Rhodes, author
of the bill, said.
Cody Martin, sponsor of the bill, said now
was the best time to introduce this resolution.
"The administration was ready to receive it
two weeks," LaBerge explained.
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
The justices were confirmed en masse with Itwasdefinitely becoming a big issue," Martin
Champion Reporter
said.
Justices of the Student Court were unani- no debate from the floor.
mously confirmed Thursday by the senate,
The following legislation was passed by
The resolution passed with one vote against
after serving on the bench since the beginning the senate:
it and one abstention.
of the school year.
Returning to shorts?
Radioactive Lobbies
If the resolution passed by senate is apAccording to SGA President Bryan
Senate also passed a resolution asking the
LaBerge, senate did not confirm the justices proved by the administration, shorts will administration to install a microwave in each
until now because it needed time to set up become part of the casual dress code at Lib- dorm, starting at the beginning of the spring
erty.
committees and interview them.
1994 semester.
Angie Miller, the sponsor of the bill, said it
"Shorts are no longer looked at as counter
"By the time the committees were
together, (student) court had been going for culture. It is time to entrust this responsibility would help those who want to heat something

Shorts bill returns to administration; senators
remain optimistic about bill's acceptance

up late at night but do not have a microwave
in their room.
"A lot of people in my dorm come to my
room to ask to use (the microwave)," Miller
said.
The resolution states that the appliances
would be installed in the lobbies of the dorms,
and repair costs would be charged to the dorm
as a whole.
LU Phone Home — After curfew
Another bill passed unanimously by senate
was a resolution to keep phone lines open all
night.
"I know it's a deep concern on my hall,"
Angie Miller, co-sponsor of the bill with Lisa
Ward, stated.

The resolution said phones would be usable
all night "to provide the greatest amount of
flexibility for the students' schedule."
According to the author, this willfirstbe on
a trial basis starting the day after the administration signs the bill and will move to permanent status at the beginning of the spring
semester.
"(This is needed) since we're not supposed
to go in the hall and use the phones after lights
out," Miller said.
Phones would be open for both incoming
and outgoing calls.
All bills will be submitted to the administration for it's signatures and will go into
effect when they are approve.

Court accepts new
defense advocates
By PAMELA E. WALCK
News Editor

The LU Student Court Chief Justice John Dickey swore in four defense advocates, upheld one appeal
for the fullfineamount and reduced a
second appellant's violationfinefrom
$25 to $10.
LU students PeteZipf, Sean Bailey,
Darren Gerdes and Chris Rhodes were
sworn in as the first four defense
advocates of the court on Thursday,
Nov. 4, during its session.
Dickey stated that the defense advocates are provided by the court for
defendants, performingrepresentation
on their appeals.
As part of the defense, the advocates must be knowledgeable of the
rules of the court and the traffic poliphoto by Mellsa Blrkhead
cies
of Liberty University.
BABY LOVE—Laura Baum, Shauna Hutchenson, Jamie Cowan
In
addition, the court ruled against
and Dawn Mihm sing their hearts out during the Ad Club's
appellant Twila Herrod, who was
Karaoke Night.
charged with running the three-way
stop at University Boulevard and
Liberty Lane earlier this semester.
Herrod claims that she was not
guilty of running the stop sign.
However, the prosecution claimed
that, according to police reports,
Herrod did run the sign.

Ad Club sponors
evening of musical
fun in karaoke night

T h e A d Club plans to sponsor another WOIVAOVC nig,\U in the. fvAure.pet-

By JOANNA TEDDER
Assislam Copy Editor

A karaoke machine, the Ad Club
and about 200 LU students gathered
Friday night in an effort to raise
money for the upcoming presentation
of an advertising campaign for
Kodak in the College World Series of
Advertising.
The late night activity combined
music and fun, with the help of a DJ
and the karaoke machine.
The machine provided the words
on a screen for the performers to read,
while they pretended to be their favorite musical artist.
At the end of the evening, prizes
were awarded to the best performers
as judged by the audience.
First place was awarded to a group
known as DDC — Darrell McClendon, David Hall and Cedric White.
They received a one-month gold
membership to Courtside Athletic
Club and a $25 gift certificate to
Legends.
Wade Hampton, Tommy Hiler and
Troy Cooper won second prize, a $50
gift certificate to the LU bookstore,
while third place winners Sean Keys,
Josh Cox, Mike Kynel and Malcolm
Joseph were awarded $14 worth of
coupons to the Word Bookstore and a
15 percent off certificate for LU merchandise at Legends.
In addition, each performance was
recorded on audio tape and given to
the performers.
However, some groups chose to
lip-sync a song instead of attempting
to sing it themselves for competition.

haps as early as next semester.
The club, which began in 1989,
consists of 18 members; but according to President Micah Gaudio, more
than 20 LU students from various
majors other than journalism contribute to the club.
"Liberty University Ad Club is for
students interested in the profession
of advertising and it is affiliated nationally with the American Advertising Federation," Allyson Goodman,
LU journalism instructor and Ad Club
adviser, said.
'The AAF is an organization for
advertising professionals which sponsors student chapters in universities
all over the nation," Goodman continued.
According to Goodman, the Ad
Club students create an advertising
campaign for a national client, such
as this year's client, Kodak.
Then the assignment is to create
an advertising campaign which will
encourage fellow college students
to become more photographically
active.
"The money we raised through
Karaoke will go to help Liberty compete in this contest," she said.
"Currently, I believe we are the
only Christian university competing,"
Goodman added.
The Kodak campaign will be exhibited this spring during a regional
competition, including schools from
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Virginia.

Dinner • Weddings
Open nightly for dinner
Lunches daily

RESTAURANT
Dinner by the Lake

W/c Discount
» * » • * • *41Wfc^:

with Student ID

Although she was given the right
to make a second appeal, Herrod's
ticket was upheld.
Furthermore, controversyfilledthe
court regarding whether defendant
Jeremy Miller was driving recklessly
while pulling out of a parking space
on the dorm circle.
According to Davis, the officer on
the scene, Miller had been traveling
in reverse in the wrong direction on
the dorm circle and was thus charged
$25 for reckless driving.
According to Miller, he was pulling out of the first parking space directly to therighton the dorm circle
and then proceeded to drive straight
toward the Vines Center.
"If backing up out of a parking
space is going the wrong direction,
then everyone who backs up on the
dorm circle is guilty of reckless driving," Miller claimed in his defense.
Thefinewas reduced to $10.
According to Dickey, the student
court will not be in session the week
of Nov. 8, but will hold a docket the
following week.
For the docket lineup, please see
the Campus Calendar in the next issue
of the Liberty Champion.

(Eampus (Ealsttbax
• Speakers for convocation this
week include:
Wednesday - Dr. Falwell
Friday - Tom Mahairas, Prayer
Monday - Randy Hogue, Holiness of God

at ext. 2323.

• The CoffeeHouse, sponsored
by SGA, will be held on Saturday, Nov. 13.
Two shows will be held, the
early show at 7 p.m. and the late
•RA selection process begins, show at 9:30 p.m.
students interested should attend
the meeting on Tuesday and • New Song will be in concert on
Wednesday, Nov. 16 and 17, in Friday, Nov. 12, at 7:30 p.m. in
DH 161 at 4:30 p.m.
the LU Multi-Purpose Center.
Additional information can be
Free admission for all LU students, faculty and staff.
obtained by calling ext. 2518.

photo courtesy of Marriott

SERVING IT UP—Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin and Ernie Minor
celebrate 15 years of service together.

Graduate moves up
Marriott food chain
By IVETTE HASSAN
Special to the Liberty Champion

A 1986 Liberty University graduate participated in the commemoration of 15 years of service by Marriott
Food Services to Liberty University.
Ernie Minor, who started working
for Marriott during his freshman year
in August 1981, has moved up the
ranks, he was recently named senior
food director at LU's Marriott service.
"I have been working for Marriott
for the last 11 years, eight of which I
have served as a manager," Minor
explained.
Minor, who graduated in 1986 with
a degree in human resource management, said that working for Marriott
has been a very exciting experience.
"I have really enjoyed it. I have
been here for so long; I have gotten to
know just about everyone. It's like
home! I've had good job opportunities, and the atmosphere here is very
good," Minor added.
Minor's new duties include administrative work and hands-on-the-floor
service.
According to Minor, his position is

• Monday Night football will be • Cosi Fan Tutte, an Italian opera
held at David's Place, Buffalo at performed in English, will open
on Friday, Nov. 12, at 8 p.m.
Pittsburgh. Starts at 9 p.m.
Tickets cost $4 and are currently
•Late night activities for Friday, on sale at the fine arts ticket ofNov. 12, include: Skating, YMCA fice. The second weekend show
and Show Biz Pizza. For addi- will be held on Saturday, Nov.
tional information contact SGA 13, at 8 p.m.
mimmi

LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an ongoing basis,
REWARDS UPTOS500
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University.
All calls are confidential.
HELP MAKE OUR
CAMPUS SAFE.

582-7611

/r

"a job that lets you get involved with
the students. It's also a lot of paper
work."
"Change is the most exciting part
of my job; it changes constantly, so it
doesn't get old. You don't do the
same thing over and over," Minor
stated.
Another fact Minor likes about his
job is the opportunity to have more
free days than he would have in any
otherjob. Minor explained that he has
longer Christmas and summer breaks
because the cafeteria is closed.
However, his job is not always fun.
"At the beginning of the year, when
the students haven't signed up to work
here, we have to do all the work ourselves. We have to work seven days a
week and sometimes 13 to 15 hours a
day," Minor stated.
However, one goal that Minor does
have for the working staff at Marriott
is to become more service oriented to
the students.
"I would like to see us more involved with the students, do a lot of
new things and show continuous
improvement,", he stated.

Corrections...
• The stand alone picture on front page in last week's issue of the Liberty
Champion was taken during the fine arts presentation of "The Man Who Came
to Dinner." We apologize for not clarifying the picture's origin.
• In the article "Faculty, students take Miller's 'Salesman' to local stage" on page
A3, David Partie, professor of modern languages, was misquoted. What he stated
in the fourth paragraph was "As Liberty students, faculty members and alumni,
we can be a part of the community and be effective at dispelling the sterotypes
of Liberty University and Christians in general." The Liberty Champion
apologizes for the mistake.

• In the article, "Class officers sponsor LU's annual Homecoming bonfire, pep
rally" on page A3, the article stated that the junior and senior classes sponsored
the event. However it was the sophomore and junior classes. The Liberty
Champion apologizes for the error.

SUNDAY

BUFFET
1 6 ITEMS INCLUDING

Crab Legs
LH : I l i a i V

Prime Rib
• Chicken
• Sparc Rib
• Vegetables
• U rot col i A: Cheese
• Stuffed Shells
• Clams Casino
• 1.mini in i Clams

?^iT?^I
k»I • VJ*»a

y

• Crah Legs
• Prime Rid
• Lasagna
• Manicotij
• Shrimp
• Sausage Pepper
• Meal Halls

Fort Hill Village • 237-6256
J 3 Port Hill Village Shopping Center
.Port Avenue

12 - 2 p.m. • 5 - 9 p.m. .

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

Rt. 460 • 4 miles East of Lynchburg • 993-2475

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN

The Optical Shop Inc.

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

• Prescription Eyeware for Adults and Children
• Sunglasses • Contact Lenses
• Emergency Repair • Lab on Premises

SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Ben/.
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

SAMF; DAY SI:RVK K AVAILABLE
LICENSED OPTICIAN: REGGIE HUNT
MON-FKI: 100HM SAT: 9-12 NOON

*£yP""*

385-8491
20% Discount oil our already low price
Next lu lubwuy

nn*n

237-3111
3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH

FAX (804) 237-1337
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T h e Anatomy of the Citibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind
for students. For years, scientists could only theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card,
unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, the highly
intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology,
and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the Citibank Classic Visa card
Fig. A

;>

m

backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make

,'JraKar*

on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we

'••yyi^P^ijPr \

WJJM m

is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. H At its

1^

see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the

|1

best price. All you have to do is discover the same item

Scientists theorize that the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa advertised i n print for leSS, within 6 0 days, a n d Citibank
cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior
service; the mindofthe non-Citibank Classic Visa cardmember
(Fig. B) is not secure because-could it be-it has a screw loose? will refund the difference Up t o $ 1 5 0 . A l o n g the OopS-It-

Slipped Disc, Buyers Security8"1 can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90
days from the date of purchase1; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty8"1 allows one to extend the warranty
for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2. So if you ever buy a walkman, a stereo,

Monarch Notes® Version:

whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending support.

With your purchases covered,

H The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. \bu can actually see it on the top left

no fee, and a low rate, the

hand corner ofthe card. Look at the bottom ofthe page. The Citibank Photocard has the head ofthe

Citibank Classic Visa card will

cardholder on it, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud.

go easy o n your Nervous System.

It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo. H But what about the
Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the
Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called
the Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Wallet8"1 Service which can replace your card usually
within 24 hours. H As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a, beating and caring
heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. \bu'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount
on domesticflights3;savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low
variable interest rate of 15.4%4; and, no annual fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb
and a hindlimb.) H Naturally the heart ofthe Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer
service into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning
your card, you need only call the 800 number. Citibank representatives each have a neck they are eager
to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will
put their best foot forward. Etc. U So call to apply. \bu don't need a job or a cosigner. And call if you'd
like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa

^ ^ ^

CfTIBAN(&
""c"'i'""A $ st e~~

card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226),
extension 19.1 If we take an overview of the whole body of
services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa card, and

mas 0012 mm

consider that it will facilitate building a credit history, then

mm
"**

you must shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

n

tM&xt*

«"•£*

'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK
Limited 2Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life 3expectancy varies by product and is at least the
minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase
price is $100 Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only." The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 154% as of 10/93 and may
vary quarterly The APR for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance
transaction equal to 2% ofthe amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Monarch* Notes are published by Monarch
Press a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of publisher. ©1993 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.

Call 1 - 8 0 0 - C I T I B A N K
(1-800 -248 -4226), extension 19.
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ffitzduvt
CoffeeHouse comedian shares God's gift
By BARBARA LEONARD
Champion Reporter

Many people wonder what it might be like
to get up on stage and hold the audience in an
uproar of laughter. Wil Stauff, a 20-year-old
sophomore from Crimora, Va., has succeeded
in this dream at Liberty's CoffeeHouse.
"I have had past experience with comedy.
I decided to do the CoffeeHouse because I
know the Lord has gifted me with comedy,
and it could be effective in the ministry,"
Stauff said.
Comedy does have benefits to a large portion of a secular audience, but S tauff wants to
use his gift to make people laugh in ministry.
"Some people may be comedians, some
might be singers, some might be good organizers or they might be good at business. There
is something in everyone that God has given
them that they are good at, and mine is acting
like an idiot," Stauff said.
Finding the gift God has given a person
may take a while to find, but not for Stauff.
"I found my gift while I was in junior high.
I was very shy in elementary school; and
when I got to junior high, I started to do
impersonations. The biggest person that had
an effect on me was Rich Little, a worldknown impersonator. One time I watched
him impersonate Ronald Reagan and I knew
I could do stuff like that," Stauff said.
In addition to Ronald Reagan, Stauff also
impersonates celebrities such as Rodney
Dangcrfield and Gilbert Godfree. Although
he also impersonates Liberty's own Elmer
Towns and David Beck, he is currently striving toward Dr. Jerry Falwell.
"I do not know what it is, but I just cannot
seem to get Falwell. Some people I can and
others I cannot do," Stauff said.
"When I first started stand-up comedy, I
worked in a Christian club in Harrisonburg,
Va. I listened to a lot of Rodney Dangerfield

Answers Please

because I liked his snappy comments. He has
very much of an attitude, and I thought he was
funny, so I started impersonating him and
telling a lot of his jokes, Stauff said.
"I usually watch different comedians on
television and videos and see how they act and
compare them with myself. From that I used
a lot of their material. I did not think anything
was wrong with that because I figure that
singers sing different songs, but it is not their
song. Eventually I got to the point where I
started working on my own material," he
added.
After arriving at Liberty, Stauff considered
the idea of performing at CoffeeHouse.
"I was nervous, but I would encourage
students who have never done it before to do
it—even if you make a total flop of yourself.
There were times when I did stand up and
nobody would laugh. People would be talking and not even paying attention. If you get
up and fail, learn from that," Stauff encourages.
Sitting in the audience is easy because you
only have to sit and laugh, but the person on
stage has to please the audience. So what goes
through the mind of the comedian while he is
on stage?
"I have to turn off the audience. You just
have to concentrate on what you are doing,"
Stauff said.
However after the entertaining is done,
Stauffdoes not relax. Reviewing his material,
he learns about where he can improve for the
next time.
"I would not want to get involved in Christian comedy because then your audience is
Christians and not the unsaved. If you really
want to make an impact, you can do regular
photo by Jason Chrlstofl
comedy and still be a Christian. It is the same
MAKING
AN
IMPRESSION
—
Sophomore
Wil
Stauff
performs
a stand-up
as Christian celebrities in the secular realm
comedy
routine
during
a
CoffeeHouse,
sponsored
by
Student
Government
Asshowing their testimony to the secular world,"
sociation. Stauff will also perform at the Nov. 13th CoffeeHouse.
Stauff said.

Students reach out to neglected, abused children
for these kids. I am not sure
why he founded the place,"
Most students find it hard to make time for Rodriguez said.
However, Rodriguez
a voluntary ministry, but Ed Rodriguez, a 19year-old sophomore from New Jersey, got found Christian Outreach
involved with Christian Outreach.
on accident.
"Myself and a couple of
"Christian Outreach is an organization established about four years ago by Edward friends w,ere driving
^uzgeraldr-fle started u as a ministry for kids around; and 1 was taking
who come from abused homes. Basically, itis pictures of the mountain
a refuge where kids can stay," Rodriguez said. sceneries in the Blue Ridge
Fitzgerald has been known to have abused Mountains. There was an
children or children in trouble stay at Chris- opening in the trees and
tian Outreach anywhere from a couple of days instead of beautiful mounto three or four years. Children are usually tains in the background
there on the weekends and go home to school there were three or four rundown buildings and a little Ed Rodriguez
during the week.
'The parents do not want the kids around on signthatreadCHRISTIAN Sophomore
the weekend so that they can go to dances, OUTREACH, INC," Rodriguez said.
pool halls or bars. They drop the kids off on
Rodriguez and his friends could not stop
Friday and pick them up on Sunday," Ro- that day to find out about the place, but the
driguez said.
following week a couple of his friends went to
Fitzgerald founded Christian Outreach af- find out about Christian Outreach. Eventuter spending eight years in the penitentiary. ally a group of people started to go and min"I guess God gave him the desire or burden ister to the children who seek refuge at ChrisBy BARBARA LEONARD
Champion Reporter

The Driver's
Absence Feeling
What it is: The feeling one gets
when seemingly falling asleep
while driving. The driver wonders
if he was paying attention to the
road for the past hour and what
force kept him on the road.
Where it occurs: On long, monotonous drives on highways.

The Heat Feeling
What it is: The embarrased feeling
one gets when blurting out something "funny" that everyone in the
room did not understand.
Where it occurs: In front of a large
group of people.

Back of the K-Mart Feeling
What it is: The empty feeling one gets while entering a certain room.
Where it occurs: A cold, uninviting, unfamiliar and out of style place.
«?

graphk by Todd lilnhman

NELSON CHAPMAN

Worship Christ
with obedience
One day a man had to leave the office early because
he had a terrible headache. When he got home he found
his wife wasn' t home and his son was on the telephone.
As he prompUy went into the bathroom cabinet, he
looked vainly for a bottle of aspirin.
However, everywhere he looked, the weary man
could not find any medicine to relieve him of his
throbbing head. Barely making it to his bed, he laid
down and prayed that he might fall asleep quickly.
His son became concerned for his father's condition.
Hanging up the phone, he went to his father to see how
he might help.
"Dad," the son quietly spoke. "You sure look like a

tian Outreach. Among the
leaders of this ministry
team are Rodriguez .Frank
Adamcievicz and Lisa
Belmonte.
" The kids broke my
heart the first time 1 met
them. It was awesome
because al\ they needed
was love, and there was
nobody really there to give
it to them. Fitzgerald is
there witha lot of love, but
one or two people cannot
do much with all of the
kids," Rodriguez said.
Atminimum, Fitzgerald
has had three or four kids
at a time, but he has also had around 40 at one
time. These children come mostly from Buena
Vista and Amherst County. Fitzgerald claims
to have driven halfway across the country to
help some of these kids.
"The kids live in run-down houses along
the side of the road," Rodriguez said.

Fitzgerald's favorite place to pick up children is in the bus terminals where there are
usually run-aways. He basically likes to get
the young girls before drug pushers or pimps
can get to them and destroy their lives.
"All of those kids need love, and whoever
wants to get involved and give part of his
love, part of Chrises, love, can give it,"
Rodrigue^said.
"Right now we really need your prayers.
Prayer to keep the place is a major thing. The
whole organization is run on donations.The
phone bill, mortgage, food, buildings and
utilities are funded by private donations.
Fitzgerald does not have a salary," he said.
"If I could show the whole student body
what this place does, I think it could see this
ministry that is totally awesome," Rodriguez
said.
"I would ask for donations toward Christian Outreach so Fitzgerald could keep the
place and that these kids could continue to
have someplace to go. For a dollar a month,
just imagine what this campus could do," he
said.

"What is currently
causing you
the most stress?"
"My credit card
bills are causing
me major stress
right now."

Dina Perodin
Brooklyn, N.Y.

"My economics
class is definitely
causing me stress
right now."

Jason Arnold
Louisa, Va.

"Wondering
how my school
bill is going to be
paid is very
stressful."

Ginett Thomas
Elizabeth, N.J.

"Trying to find
the time to ask
out this particular girl I really
like is causing
stress."
John Nolen
Ashland, Miss.

.
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"Keeping my
grade point average up is always stressful."

•

Paula Kruger
Richmond, Va.
ByKristen Wright

'Feelings': Columnist reveals obscure emotions
Everyone has feelings.
accomplish. Think about
Feelings make us sad;
the past day, plan a meetfeelings make us happy.
ing, brainstorm ideas or
This column sounds like
think about your future.
a grade school speech.
2. The Heat Feeling
There are three feelings
This one occurs in large
that effect us, but we never
groups — the sick feelreally discuss.
ing.
l.The Driver's Absence
Think about a time
Feeling
when you were in a class
Many of you drive hun- JOHN L.
or social gathering. You
dreds of miles to get to
think of something that
school and probably expe- SCOTT
you feel would be funny
rience this— the feeling of ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ mm^^^m
to blurt out in front of
wonder.
everyone; however, when you say it,
After hours of driving you may you quickly realize that everyone did
think, "Was I even paying attention to not get it, and they all think that
you're an idiot.
the road for the past hour(s)?"
I am amazed at how hypnotic drivAs a result, you get a deep heat
ing can be. As long as a road has sensation in your upper body, a prodwhite lines, you have the means to uct of the embarrassment.
accomplish whatever you want to
It is nota dumb joke. It is a nothing

joke.
This was really brought to my attention about nine years ago when a
Canadian music artist by the name of
Gowan won the Best New Artist
Award.
He walked on the stage to receive
his award and yelled the barely audible phrase, "a-wop-bop-balloobamm-ballop-bamm-boo" (apparently imitating the 1950s song). None
of the 15,000 people in attendance
understood what he was saying.
He had a heat feeling.
3. Back Of The K-Mart Feeling
Although this may be difficult to
understand, it is also a sick feeling.
My friend Tim Bouman came up
with this concept three years ago. He
described it as follows: "Imagine
walking into a K-Mart (before it was
redesigned...the old K-Mart looked

you've put so much work into."
tumbleweed that's been through a tornado."
The father looked up at his gleaming son and slowly
The boy's father looked sheepishly at his son and said,
"Aspirin. I want you to go get aspirin for me. Take some shook his head. "Son, I didn't need you to get those things
for me. Everything you bought you really wanted, not me.
money out of my pants and go get it."
All I asked you to do was to buy some aspirin and
Taking his charge seriously, the boy biked three
you didn't."
miles down the road before he saw a shopping plaza.
Get well cards in a store window caught his eyes, and
As thestory reveals, we tooareguilty of attempthe bought one for his father and his girlfriend.
ing to please the Lord by doing good things for
hollow motives instead of obeying His Word. In I
He also saw a magazine that he had been wanting
Samuel 15:22, "And Samuel said, 'Has the Lord as
to read. Figuring his father would like to read it too,
much delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices as
he bought it. Finally, he bought some nails that
in obeying the voice of the Lord? Behold,
his father needed to finish building his
obey is better than sacrifice, and to
treehouse.
heed than the fat of rams.'"
Coming home with a smile on his face
The Lord is not pleased with those
and a bag in his arms, the young man
outwardly do many great things
walked into his father's bedroom.
His name, but oh how He delights
"Look here Dad. 1 got you this get
that soul that does a work bewell card. I also bought you that car
ause he is inwardly wanung to be
magazine you have been mcanin' to
Obedient to his Master. This desire
get. I picked up some nails for you so
be obedient to the Father is manithat you can finish that treehouse

more like the Hills on Wards Road).
"Thefirstthing you see are clothes,
and you feel sick already. Next, you
see appliances, and it gets worse.
"Finally, you will arrive at the automotive section, and it's always at the
back of the store.
The things that are there are tools,
paint, oil filters etc. Suddenly, you
will find yourself backed into a corner
of the store, and you'll think, 'get me
out of here.'"
Think about visiting a friend who
has a totally 1970s house, and you are
sitting on a bed with Bo and Luke
Duke sheets.
It is the feeling one gets when entering an environment that is cold, uninviting, unfamiliar and out of style.
It is the feeling that says, "get me
out of here."
There you have it. The Fab Three.

fested outwardly by actions.
It is not sacrifices of animals that God desires. It is
not sacrifices of time, praise and thanksgiving that God
desires. The sacrifice that God wants is self. He wants
a humbled spirit before Him (Psalms 51:16,17). He is
pleased with the person who is broken before Him and
will obey Him.
I could give praise, prayer, money and time to the
Lord with good intentions; but if I do so without the
motive of simply wanting to be obedient to the One I
love, it means nothing.
The reason why obeying the Lord's voice is so
important is threefold: 1) it reveals our love for Him
(John 14:21), 2) it reveals our faith in Him (Hebrewsll:8), and 3) it reveals our destiny (Romans
6:16).
Brothers and sisters in Christ, don't continue to
merely giveand sacrifice of your outward energies and
actions to the Lord but offer to Him your whole life.
Serve Him because you long to be obedient. Be obedient because your love for Christ compels you to do so.
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Marriott workers encounter daily challenges
Employees stay committed to customer service
By DAVID HART

they just sneak in the back door,"
Minor said.
"The people who have to stop
people from walking in the back doors
get a bad taste for what Liberty represents because of the examples they
have," he added.
Minor understands it is a small
percentage of students who cause
problems. Yet, Minor admitted that it
leaves a bad impression with both
saved and unsaved employees.
Since Marriott is a national corporation, it hires local residents as well
as Liberty students. According to Minor, Marriott employs approximately
300 Liberty students and approximately 175 part-time and full-time
employees.
"I think the frustrating thing is that
there are people who come heretoget
a job and see all these model Christians who came to a Christian school
and they don't perceive them any
different from anybody else. They see
the students leave their trays, make
rude comments and sneak in the back
door," Minor said.
"From a Christian perspective, it's
hard to realize how much your actions
can influence a whole body. A lot of
the people who work here are unsaved, and what they see in our stu-

Feature Editor

Liberty students witness in the cafeteria every day without even realizing
it The problem, according to Ernie
Minor, senior director of Marriott
Food Services, is that it is not always
a positive witness.
Minor has nothing against Liberty
students. In fact, Minor graduated
from LU in 1986 and has worked for
Marriott for 11 years. As senior director, Minor aims to shift employees'
focus from minor problems to a
commitment to customer service.
"Probably 95 percent of students
have a good attitude. The thing I'm
trying to teach our employees is to be
so customer-service oriented that
students realize we're here to meet
their needs," Minor said.
"The biggest problem is probably
students who don' t take up their trays.
We have 100 to 150 trays per meal left
on the tables. People just don'tbother
to take them up themselves," Minor
explained.
Another problem that employees
face would have to be students sneaking in doors other than the entrance.
"There are people who park in the
back lot and don't feel like walking
around the corner to the entrance, so

dents is the only Jesus they ever see,"
Minor said.
Still, Minor says Marriott has made
improvements which help reduce
confrontations, which make them
easier for both Marriott employees
and students.
In recent years, employees asked
students to take up their trays. If they
refused, employees had the right to
ask for their identification and take
their names to the deans.
"We might ask you politely if you
want to take your tray back. If you
leave it, that's something you as an
individual might need to deal with,"
Minor said.
"We're not going to make an issue
out of it or try to be disciplinary. I've
found that when we put our people in
the spot where they had to confront
people more, then they faced more
things," he continued.
In addition, Marriott has a new
policy which allows students who
forget their identification card to get a
meal pass from their office.
"In the past, we hadtoargue with
the students and tell them they had to
go to the sup station or business office. Why send the student all over
campus and frustrate him when we
can do it right here?" Minor said.

pholo Illustration by Jiion Chrlstofl

WHAT A MESS — Marriott server Esthel Anthony cleans up after students leave without taking up
their trays. Students leave 100 to 150 trays each meal of every day on their tables.
Despite some of the previously
mentioned incidents, Minor says that
the majority of employees are on very
friendly terms with most Liberty students. Some students even develop
special friendships.
"We have a lot of students who are
especially fond of Hattie and Kath-

leen, two of the ladies who walk
around the cafeteria and clean tables.
Everyone always says hello to them
and asks them how they're doing,"
Minor said.
"In fact, a few years ago there was
a student who was a waitress at a local
restaurant where Hattie and Kathleen,

along with their husbands, used to go
for dinner on Sunday nights.
"She once told me that the highlight of her weekend was waiting on
Hattie and Kathleen. After a whole
week of them working for her, she
would have an opportunity to serve
them."

Student's long-distance relationship grows stronger
other person and time that you have
when you're with them. It's also
helped us grow stronger in our relationship," he said.
Stavinga also added that being apart
has allowed them timetoplan and get
organized for their upcoming wedding.
"That's one of the benefits we have
of her being away from school. She
has a lot of time to plan the wedding
and get all the details that she needs
for the wedding. It takes nine months
to plan a wedding," he said.
Despite these benefits, however,
Stavinga said that there are definite
drawbackstobeing so far apart.
"It's tough. It took a while to get
adjusted. Things are a lot different.
The biggest adjustment is that I realized that I don't have anyone to just
turn around and talk to because she is
gone. That makes it tough," he said.
He also said that things are different
in their social lives since they can no
longer betogetherdaily.
"Things have really changed. I

By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

Long-distance relationships may
seem impossible to some, but junior
Craig Stavinga said that with thehardships there are advantages to couples
being separated.
"It's not easy being apart, but it's
helped us being away from each other
because we both realized how much
we have cometolove each other," he
added.
Stavinga, a St. Petersburg, Fla.,
native, met his fiancee Laurie
Bibighaus, from Cherry Hill, NJ., at
Liberty two years ago. Although the
couple was engaged last summer,
Bibighaus returned home this year to
work full .time until their July 16
wedding.
Even though they see each other
one weekend a month and call each
other once a week, Stavinga said that
things are a lot different than when
they were together at Liberty.
"Once you're apart for a while you
learn to appreciate the qualities in the

r

KERR

think, since she has left, I've become
"I mainly get so busy in my school Lynchburg together next fall. He will
more withdrawn from people than work that it's about all I do. I think the then finish out his senior year as a
more socially involved. I'm trying to best way is to always keep doing business management major before
do more things. Friends have helped," something," he said.
he said.
He also added couples should not
In addition to staying involved in listen to those who doubt long disthe social activities on campus, tance college relationships can work.
Stavinga suggests that students should
"If I was going to tell the student
stay aware of their girlfriends' or body anything I would say, if you
boyfriends' social life at home.
love each other don't worry about
'Talktoher often. Raise your phone what other people say. Don't let
bill; it's worth it Try to be a major other people discourage you from
encouragement. Even though you are getting married," he said.
away from your boyfriend or girlIn addition Stavinga said that some
friend trytotake an active part in their people have been supportive of their
lives. Find out what he or she is doing relationship.
as ifyou are actually there. Thathelps
"Both our parents support it (their
a lot," he said.
marriage plans) majorly. They see
Keeping busy, he said, also helps nothing wrong with it," he said.
studentsbecause it prevents them from Stavinga and Bibighaus plan to
marry this summer and return to
dwelling on their separation.
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they move to Florida.
"We will be really poor, but we are
going to be really happy," he said.
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More than a conservative Christian .

A

Before he gave his speech
at Super Conference on
Tuesday, Nov. 2, the former vice-president of the
United States Dan Quayle
took a moment to talk with
LU junior Myla Williams
(left). Quayle addressed
more than 7,000, discussing pressing political issues,
the Clinton administration
and the need to preserve
family values in America
(below).

N

A
1±

photo by Todd Singleton

A politician with convictions and true faith in God? Seems almost unreal; but in a recent
interview with the Liberty Champion, Dan Quayle discussed not only his faith in the Lord, but
his trials with the media and his plans for the future.
Q: After so many vicious attacks from the media, how did you keep yourself from fighting back?
A: You don't gain anything by being angry. You have got to stick to your beliefs. You have got to articulate
what you believe in. You have to stand firm. You just can't let the opposition and your critics get you down
because if you show anger then they win. By standingfirm,smiling, having an optimistic outlook and talking
about our values and what we believe in, then I think that we have won the battle, and the war is yet to be waged.
Q: What are you doing to dispel the negative personal and political images portrayed by the media?
A: I just take one day at a time. And I thank the Lord for
everyday that He gives me, and I am convinced that the
American people want the truth; they want facts. They are
ultimately not going to rely on some caricature that was
developed by a rather hostile ill-informed media like at the
time of my nomination in 1988.
Q: Being an influential politician, did youfindthat you
were being pushed to "modify" your values and beliefs to
fit into the political spectrum; and if so, how did you
handle it?

A: I think that I would certainly have gotten a lot better
photo by Todd Singleton

*

°

press had I been more moderate, or certainly had I been on the liberal side that would have helped. But I wasn't
going to change. You can't change your basic values, your basic principles. That doesn't mean that you can't
change your mind from time to time because everyone does that when they are presented with new facts or
changes come about. But there are certain core values like hard work, integrity, faith and the freedom of family
that you should never change.
Q: Who or whatreallykept you going through your worst bouts with the media and why?
A: Well, my faith kept me going. My family kept me going, friends, the president and the fact that I knew
I was right.
Q: Coming from a family that owns a newspaper chain, were you somewhat prepared for the barrage of the
liberal media?
A: I was not prepared at all. I was extremely disappointed in the reactions of the media. I think that they, well,
I'm writing a book about it. There is going to be a healthy chapter in the book about the media. As a matter
of fact, I'm actually interviewing members of the national press about their coverage of me. And they've said
some very interesting things that I'll be sharing with the readers in the book.
Q: As a Christian in the political arena, what do you feel is the most dangerous issue facing Christianity today?
A: There is arealhostility of our secular elite in this country.which is quite influential toward Christians. You
can see this in the lieutenant governor's race here in Virginia where for his religion he was mocked and
ridiculed. If he was anything but a Christian, it wouldn't have happened. The media would not have followed
him, and he would not have been ridiculed as theyridiculesomeone who is a conservative Christian.
Q: What are your future political goals?
A: I'm not going to make any definite decisions until after the book is published next May. For that I'll
be thankful. Then after that I'll have to think long and hard about what I am going to do. I'll have to look
and dig down deep in my heart and my gut and see what it tells me. I'll have to talk to my family and just
think long and hard about it. I love public life, and I'll have to make a decision.

" I certainly believe in the power of prayer,
so I appreciate all the prayers that were said
for me and for my family. That helps give me
the strength and support that I need to go
on."
During his Super Conference speech,
Quayle "pointed" out the importance of
standing up for what you believe (above).
Dr. Jerry Falwell welcomed Quayle with a
warm Liberty welcome before his speech.
photos by Tim Albcrlson
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Editorial
...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty.
II Corinthians 3:17

Homosexual appointees
turn the Capitol pink
To date, President Clinton has appointed 28 openly homosexual
people to federal government roles, and another three appointees are
awaiting Senate confirmation.
Bruce Lehman, a commerce department assistant secretary and patent
commissioner, said of Clinton's tenure thus far: "For the first time in the
history of mankind a president has sought to break the taboo on this
gentle people."
Indeed, the appointing of homosexuals to federal government positions seems to be the only promise the president has kept. In Washington, where it is estimated that there are more than 125 openly gay
senators, representatives and other political officers, it seems than the
White House and Capitol should don the colors of pink, rather that white,
as homosexuals run amok in the nation's capitol.
For instance, the Gay and Lesbian Americans Organization will be
bringing its agenda to Washington Jan. 15-17 to organize and unite a new
leadership for the homosexual community.
But while the Capitol turns pink, the rest of the country seems to be
turning other shades of colors. Cincinnati, Lewiston, Maine, and
Portsmouth, New Hampshire all voted to ban protective homosexual
legislation. Oregon City and Keizar, Oregon will vote on banning
homosexual rights on Tuesday.
These cities join the state of Colorado, which last year banned the
classification of homosexuals as a minority. Although the homosexual
movement views these communities as an uneducated, backward, hatemongering people, they are simply people with enough courage to stand
up against legislating and protecting a sexual preference, a choice of
lifestyle, rather than a true ethnic or racial minority.
President Clinton has strayed, far from the pulse of mainstream
America by promoting the homosexual agenda to the extent that he has.
This fact, coupled with many others, will spell his political downfall in
three years and give the next president numerous cabinet positions to fill.

Russia, North Korea change policies,
inspections of nuclear facilities halted
Secretary of Defense Les Aspin had some strong words for North
Korea. While on a visit to Tokyo and South Korea on Tuesday, Aspin
said, "We strongly urge North Korea to permit inspections." North
Korea has become a thorn in the side of the West since its pull out of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty last year.
Aspin was discussing the North Korea nuclear question with leaders
in the region.
His next stop may have to be Russia. The leaders of that country have
changed its nuclear posture from a defensive one (reactionary strike) to
one in which "Russia reserves the right to use all means at its disposal
to repulse aggression and crush the aggressors," Security Council Deputy Secretary Valery Manilov, said.
These two events serve as a caution to our own defense secretary who
lately, it seems, cannot dismantle our own military fast enough.
Perhaps a the world's growing nuclear powers, and the defensive postures of other nations need to be examined before further cuts in our
dwindling military are made.

Read My Lips...
A headline in the Nov. 2 USA Today read as follows: "Clinton Blasts
Insurers' ads." The story outlined how Clinton was angered by the
"misinformation" perpetuated by the insurance industry concerning the
proposed health care reform package.
However, the Clinton that the headline was referring to was not Bill, but
Hillary.
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Somalia mistakes will turn to Haitian
mistakes as foreign policy worsens
President
Clinton's decision to
send an additional
5,300 troops to
Somalia may seem
like too little, too
late, and a highly
inappropriate time
for him to actually
stand his ground regarding a decision. BRENT M.
But as troops are TRIMBLE
camping outside^ " " ^ ™
Mogadishu awaiting a decision on exactly
what to do (Will they sit until another chopper
is shot down and its pilot paraded through the
streets?) the world puzzles as the president
flounders and grapples with a what-to-do
situation in Haiti.
Is the president correct in assuming that it
will, in fact, be "open season" on Americans
worldwide if we renege on our pledge to conquer Aidid and fail in our mission in Haiti?
Sadly, this may already be the case. But lets
re-define this type of disrespect. It is already
open season on Americans because of
America's surrendering to the overall control
of the "omnipotent," yet impotent, United
Nations.
President Clinton is also correct in assuming that the United States would have a severe
credibility problem if the Somalia "mission"
fails. But are we, as a nation, willing to
sacrifice the lives of our servicemen in an illfated, ill-constructed mission in a distant land
to assist people who obviously (according to
CNN broadcasts showing gloating protesters
waving American body parts in the air) do not
desire our help?
President Bush defined the mission at its

inception: to assist the United Nations to get
food to starving Somalis. The underlying
thought in Washington and the nation in general is that if President Bush and Dick Cheney
were still in power, Tomahawk missiles would
be streaking into Mogadishu, but that was
then, this is now.
What needs to be realized by those in
command is that with the serious committal of
troops, we are at war. What is the purpose of
war, but to win? Or, at least, that used to be the
United States' military doctrine before the
United Nation's diluted version was instituted.
But can we consider Aidid an actual military objective? Apparently so. Adm. Jonathan Howe, theU .S. special envoy to Somalia,
said in the Oct. 11 Washington Times that
"We've had many opportunities to eliminate
him (Aidid)." ApparenUy saved thus far in by
the humanitarian doctrine of the United Nations, Aidid still remains at large.
A simple terrorist at heart, he is most likely
delighting in the havoc he has created and the
laughing stock he has made. And now he may
even be included in a diplomatic process
concerning nation building in the area.
The Somalia mission started mired in unsecrecy and substandard military operations.
Remember the CNN reporter trying to interview U.S. Marines trying to establish a beachhead in Somalia? The terrorist mind feeds on
such publicity. A Feb. 1984 program in New
York, sponsored by the Media Institute
Transnational Communications Center, asked
a panel of several world renowned journalists
about what affect the media has during terrorist struggles. Dr. John McLaughlin (McLaughlin Group) said " Terrorism flourishes on
publicity and on the manipulation of the mass

media by the terrorist. It is a rudimentary and
necessary ingredient in his strategy. It has
been said that journalists are the terrorists
best friends."
The strong images broadcast from Somalia
did stir up public discord and rightly so.
Perhaps Aidid realized this as one of his
secondary objectives: the stirring of the
American public to demand the return of
their troops. Public sentiment has indeed
turned to a two-fold doctrine: "Get our boys
out, and/or take out Aidid."
But although public opinion is against
him, the president has taken decisive action
by at least sending more force to the region.
After doing this, two objectives must be
accomplished.
1) The removal of Aidid, either by elimination or capture. This could have been done
already, but U.S. counterintelligence forces
are prohibited by law from assassinations.
(Obviously, there is a large margin of grey
concerning this: The law says nothing about
troops in a combat role eliminating the opposing force's leader.) Take for instance the
Israelis. Would they have tolerated the act of
one of their soldiers being dragged through
the streets and disgraced? Hardly.
If the United States would act with a fraction of the decisiveness and force this country has displayed in the past when dealing
with terrorists, credibility would be restored,
the objective taken and troops able to leave.
2)The removal of U.S. troops from
Somalia, and ultimately, from U.N. control.
If this action has proven anything, hopefully
it will have demonstrated the United Nation's
inability to accomplish anything.
Unfortunately, this lesson came 27 casualties too late.

Mandatory class attendance defeats
college purpose; students pay for choice
Waking up at 7:30 a.m., you reach for the
snooze button and then remember that you
have an 8:00 a.m. class. A) You get up and
rush to get ready because class is important
and your professor expects you to be present.
B) You roll over and go back to sleep because
it is a bogus class, and you could pass even if
you only went on test days.
No, we are not playing scruples. We are
discussing mandatory class attendance.
Because I do hold a leadership position on
this campus, I should refrain from condoning
choice B; however, I have never refrained
from criticizing controversy, so why start
now?
Yet, much to my chagrin because I often do
choose choice B, I am punished for something
that hurls no one but me. By choosing to skip
class, no one suffers any consequence but me.
And considering the fact that I am paying for
the class, I should have the right to mess up my
own life.
Now, not to condone being blatandy "skiphappy," there are several classes in which a
student could receive a satisfactory grade
without regularly attending the class — if
attendance wasn't mandatory.
Not to belittle the importance of any class or
to suggest that any professor teaches a class
that is not worth attending, it simply needs to
be noted that mandatory class attendance
should have ended upon high school graduation.
In all honesty, the "policy" has commend-

able intentions. Yet, if college is to be a time
of learning and maturing, how can we learn to
be responsible if we are forced to be responsible? After we graduate from college, our
bosses aren't going to tell us that we are
allowed three excused absences and after that
our paychecks will be dropped one decimal
point.
During our college years, we should be
learning to be responsible, not because we
have to, but because we want to. Class
attendance is important. For many classes,
such as math and science, attendance decides
whether or not you will pass or fail simply
because of the amount of information and
leaching that takes place in an individual
class period. In addition, this is also true
of the majority of the classes in any major.
However, many general elective courses do
not require such strict attendance. Many
classes are simply in class book reviews
followed by periodic tests. The same results
can be achieved by skipping class, reading
the material in the book and attending class to
lake the lest.
Now, understandably, many teachers support mandatory class attendance because if
no one attends class, this could pose a slight
problem for the instructor. However, there
will always be responsible students who will
faithfully attend class. This is already obvious in the few classes in which teachers don't
take attendance.
Although those who attend class have been

referred to as "responsible," one could
also be responsible
without attending
class if attendance
was not mandatory.
Responsibility is
getting the job done
well without holding
up anyone else.
If a student can get BRANDI L.
the job done without BARNUM
spending extra dme
in class, why shouldn't that student be given
the opportunity to do so?
Teachers also argue that class attendance
should be mandatory because students who
skip often expect to be retaught ihe previous
material in the following class period.
Teachers should not bend over backwards
to help students who skip. Rather if a student
chooses not to attend class, then it is the
student's responsibility to catch up on the
material missed from someone other than the
teacher. Students should not be rewarded for
skipping by being given special attention to
gel material missed, but they should not be
punished either.
Although there are two viable sides to this
issue, as college studenis we ought to be
allowed to make our own decisions, not in all
aspects of college life because we are still in
a controlled environment, but at least concerning academics.
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Committees can't make tradition;
contrived traditions will soon fade
By MARK IIASKEW
Champion Reporter

Traditions are good things. They
bring a sense of belonging to and inclusion in a group. To bring this from
the abstract to the practical: Traditions would be a good idea for Liberty.
Many people have already noticed
this need.
That is the reason there is a faculty
committee for the overseeing of traditions. And that is the reason we recendy have been singing Liberty songs
in convocation and painting on rocks.
It is my firm belief that, while traditions are good (almost necessary,
really), they simply cannot be contrived.
It is the nature of a tradition to occur
withouteffort.almostaccidentally. A
tradition becomes one without anyone noticing at first. It is something
people just do sometimes, then habitually, then traditionally. ScareMare could be called a legitimate tradition.
And really a campus tradition must
. be accomplished by the students.
Sorry, faculty. The "spirit rock" is,
unfortunately, contrived in the extreme. To say we are starting a brand-

new tradition is oxymoronic. In fact,
it is almost embarrassing.
Suppose visitors from another
school drive on campus, such as a
basketball team, and see this bizarre
thing.
"What's that?," they would ask.
What would you say?
"Oh, that's the spirit rock. It's our
only tradition. It's been there about
six weeks after someone just dumped
it on the side of the road. People
spray paint it."
Who knows, they might crash their
bus on the spirit rock because they
were laughing too hard.
Personally, I don't think anyone
will care about it come next semester. It will probably only be used for
expressing messagesof loveand hate
at that point.
At this juncture one is supposed to
present alternative solutions. This
would be difficult since traditions
are best unplanned. However, other
schools with more established histories show general examples.
For example, Florida State football players will bring back a bit of
turf after they win a big road game.
Clemson players touch a rock before
they run down to the bottom of their

stadium. At Lynchburg College,
someone rings a bell after LC wins a
soccer game. Most readers can probably think of other traditions of schools
back home.
It would benefit Liberty sports
immensely to have some type of tradition.
Perhaps, in the LC pattern, flags of
different colors for different sports
would fly for a day or two on one of
those seldom used courtyard flagpoles after a home win.
However, this shouldn't be kicked
off just to have a tradition. Remember, traditions shouldn't start out
trying to be a tradition.
Other traditions not related to athletics are also needed. As an example, security could allow a campus-wide snowballfightto run freely
after the first snowfall. It would only
be once a year, after all. The societies spoken of during last year's SG A
elections hold promise for future
traditions.
Whatever does come about, it will
have to happen without being planned
as a tradition.
If you are planning a tradition,
please, don't tell anyone that is what
you are doing. That will just kill it

Too many costly failures force Congress to trim overgrown NASA budget
By DAVE SCHWARTZ
Champion Reporter

With a budget of almost $80 billion for the
nextfiveyears, NASA is able to take on many
major projects. Can we trust NASA to spend
our tax dollars wisely?
The space program has suffered a number of
very costly setbacks recently. Since the Challenger experience in January 1986, things
have continued to go downhill.
• The myopic $1.5 billion Hubble telescope
has been a failure because of a warped telescope mirror.
•NASAlost touch witha$67 million environmental satellite altogether.

• The $1.4 billion satellite, Galileo, on a mission to Jupiter, can now complete only 70
percent of its science because an antenna is
stuck.
• With such a big national debt, America can
no longer afford to finance these expensive
blunders. The time has come to look for new
solutions in obtaining an efficient space program.
• With all of these disasters in their past,
NASA put hope in the hands of the $ 1 billion
Mars Observer. Before anyone knew what
had happened, however, the Observer had
drifted off into space not to be heard from
again.

As aresult, Congress has cut NASA's budget
by $8 billion and has threatened to cancel
appropriations for a $22 billion space station.
This would come as a severe blow to Saganites and other Utopian thinkers who see the
birth of a space station as a step toward
colonization. A space station has long been
on the "wish list" of environmentalists and
cosmos lovers who dream of a day when man
can leave this wretched world and colonize
the universe and other planets.
Granted, in such an unknown and hostile
frontier as space, certain failures can be expected. However, the problem lies in the fact
that many of the missions have become too

complex to be foolproof.
To this point, John Logson, director of the
Space Policy Institute at George Washington University, said, "NASA should bedoing
smaller missions, more rapidly and with more
limited objectives. Then if you lose one, you
haven't lost everything."
Such plans may already be in the making.
NASA is supposedly asking the Pentagon to
use several of the Star Wars satellites to
explore Mars.
But Logston goes on to fault NASA as an
organization. "The agency seems to have
lost some of its technical sharpness," he said.
"It hasn't been adequately replenished with

young people over the years."
If NASA fails to respond to the skepticism
that is now growing, then other more drastic
solutions must be considered.
One such solution would be to turn the
space program over to private industry. As
private contractors compete for space projects, the quality of work and use of funds
would become more efficient.
However, extraterrestrial enthusiasts have
an altogether different theory: NASA is only
pretending the Mars Observer was lost to
hide its discovery of Martians. Perhaps
some little purple men would help get NASA
out of their reckless lunar orbit.

Liberty Forum
Improve campus appearance with pride; Author claims true motive of
ScareMare to be fundraiser
repair, correct simple external problems
Editor:
As last weekend was Homecoming, naturally, hundreds of alumni returned to campus, expecting to see improvements in all
areas of their alma mater (as is the normal
course of nature).
However, as I strolled among the alumni
through DeMoss after the game, I was embarrassed for the condition of our educational building.
Every inch of the carpet was stained and
torn. The couches were crumbling and filthy.
Those orange tables around the snack shop
mimicked the ambience of a 70s diner. There
was no tight in the building. All over the
walls were places where the paint was peeling and the plaster breaking. The bulletin
boards were covered with junk. Trash was all
overthe floor. Chairs wereovertumed. Empty
tables sat about randomly.

Beyond that, as I rounded the comer by the
snack shop, I was almost showered by an
avalanche of water leaking in from a hole in
the ceiling. Not only was there a leak, but the
complete tile had caved in and a garbage can
had been placed under the leak to catch the
water. All around this enormous, green,
plastic can was soggy ceiling tile and a
squishy puddle of water.
Things only got worse as I walked down
that hall. The dry cleaner sign was broken.
The display window I've never seen used in
the three and a half years I've been here was
filled with junk.
As the yearbook editor, it is my sole task to
capture the glory of Liberty University. I
like this school, and I believe in it, despite its
problems (Lord knows I wouldn' t have stayed
around this long and worked like such a dog

not; but if the idea is evangelism, why are the
if I didn't.) But on what was supposed to be Editor:
tickets almost six bucks, a fee too hefty for
the most school-spirited day of the entire
the poorer people, who immensely need the
I
finally
broke
down
and
went
to
that
Scareyear, I was embarrassed.
Lord,
to pay?
Mare
thing
this
past
Halloween
weekend.
At
I understand that our school is financially
the
end
of
the
ordeal,
my
friends
and
I
found
This
may simply show that ScareMare is,
strapped, but should the grounds be allowed
ourselves
in
a
lent
with
the
group
we
went
in
reality,
an annual fundraiser for Youthto deteriorate? I don't think so.
through
with
while
this
guy
asked
the
quesQuest
with
evangelism as a by product. I'm
One of the things that holds in the memotion:
"So,
what
do
you
think
the
theme
of
not
being
critical,
let's just be honest and call
ries of all alumni from all schools is their
ScareMare
is?"
No
one
answered.
it
what
it
is.
campus and its beauty and tradition. Our
After an uncomfortable silence, I felt comA familiar scripture is Philippians 4:8:—
campus was a disaster.
pelled
to
blurt
out
the
correct
answer
so
he
whatever
is true, noble, right, pure, lovely,
I would like to see a new awareness and
could
get
on
with
his
little
scare-tactic
salvaadmirable,
excellent, praiseworthy, think
concern among those that make a difference
tion
presentation:
"Death,"
I
said.
It
was
about
such
things."
— we students and building services.
Does this describe ScareMare? I don't
Building Services, you need to gut this obvious, right? Why couldn't these people
see
it?
I
mean,
they
went
through
the
checkthink
so and neither would anyone else who
building and redecorate. Fellow students,
erboard
room
and
saw
that
guy
with
the
tableis
truly
honest; it's graphic and grotesque,
we need to do our part in keeping QUI camcloth
on
his
head;
they
saw
the
insane
asylum;
full
of
bloodiness,
sickening gore and other
pus clean and in good condition. And, somethey
attended
the
bloody
wedding
ceremony;
unChristlike
filth.
body, please turn on some lights!
they saw the guy with the big snake; the
We're rejoicing and praising God that we
Jennifer S. Blandford
ghostly-boy pounding on the organ, the heads exposed 17,000 individuals to this! I don't
on the wall and all those people standing want to hear at Liberty another sermon, disaround with that blank expression on their course, speech or whatever they're called,
faces (Stare-Mare?). Couldn't they get it? condemning the media for all its violence
It's all about death, right?? It's so crystal and the terrible effect it had on our minds,
clear!
until we stop sponsoring the slasher-movieor even women, could youfind,Brandi, who
Anyways, after enduring ScareMare, I had type gore found at our beloved ScareMare
would agree that that commandment to sub- some thoughts. I mean I understand the con- and come up with a more wholesome way to
mit to the government actually means that we cept of trying to frighten as many people into present the gospel of our beautiful Lord
are to be subservient to the government?
Jesus Christ.
heaven as possible.
Brandi, the whole point on the continuing
I won't address whether this is healthy or
M.T. Meade
feminist movement is not to allow women to
receive undeserved positions or to force any
woman into being anything that she does not
want to be. Rather, it is to allow women (who
make up 52 percent of the American popuself by saying that he is not opposed to the
Editor:
lace) to have more control and say in the
I am writing in response to the letter written flag and then later calls it trash. Sounds like
policies which affect them and all Ameriby Jeff Raymond in the Oct. 26 issue of the he is vehemently opposed to it.
cans. It is to make society hold men and
We southerners drive much better vehicles
Champion in which he basically condemns
women to the same rules, whether it be retheflagof the Confederacy and anyone who than '73 Chevy pickups, and from what I've
garding making alimony payments or being
seen up north you folks drive rusted out vehas the honor of owning one.
able to lunch with associates—regardless of
Since Mr. Raymond insists on using history hicles on dilapidated bridges and roads.
sex — in a restaurant.
Frankly, I'm tired of Yankees coming down
in his letter, I would like to take this opporFeminism is not contrary to Christianity.
tunity to refresh his memory about the first here and knocking our southern tradition
The definition of feminism is "a doctrine that amendment to the Constitution of the United and symbols.
advocates or demands for women the same
No one twisted your arm and made you
Stales of America.
rights granted men, as in political or ecoMaybe Mr. Raymond had forgotten that come to Virginia, Mr. Raymond; and if you
nomic status."
whoever painted theflagof the Confederacy don't like what you see, the road runs both
The problem now is mat as Christian women on the sidewalk at the cafeteria had the right ways.
we have not taken advantage of our greater
to do so just as he had the right to write his ob- This is the South, if you don't like it then
ability to move and affect our society.
leave it.
noxious letter.
Right now, only the liberal feminists arc
I am the proud owner of a Confederate flag
For most southerners, theflaghas a special
using their increase of power, and thus we
meaning of pride in our historical heritage. and so is the next governor of Virginia,
have let them define feminism as equivalent
We can't help it if it is used as a symbol of George Allen, who is a personal friend of
to liberalism.
mine.
haired by a small few.
Christy Whiddon
Forrest R. Cook
Furthermore, Mr. Raymond contradicts him-

Christian women need aggressiveness, 'Christian
feminism,' to convey godly, not feminist, ideology
Editor:
I found the feministarticle written by Brandi
Bamum insulting and unfortunately typical
of what has become the calling card of too
many fundamentalists-ignorant.
Brandi typifies this attitude by the very nature of her article. All it consists of is an emotionalized ad-hominem of the feminist movement.
First of all, she says feminism has forced
women in leadership positions to become
men. From where does she get this idea?
From the fact that women in leadership act
like leaders? Has she, being the leader she
claims to be, been deprived of her perfume,
makeup, dresses, lace, right to wear long hair,
or even her right to date men instead of
women, in order to become the great leader
she is? Ask her! The answer is no! Take a
look at the leading women of the day-Anne
Richards has not been forced to fly to Sweden
yet, as far as I know, to have a sex change.
And her position as governor has not dictated
that she cease to wear skirts; it has not changed
the fact that she is a mother, and it has not
ended her relationship with her grandchildren.
It seems Brandt's only point can be that
women in leadership positions are forced to
be strong (that means they don't cry over a

*

bad hair day and a burnt pot-roast, I suppose.)
Isn't that the point of leadership? Women
who become leaders are not forced to become
strong; their very ascent to a leadership position shows that those skills and characteristics were theirs to begin with.
Secondly, Brandi says "one was not created better than another," but in the same
paragraph states that women were made "to
be subservient to men." First, the Bible does
not say subservient, Brandi. It says "wives,
submit to your husbands."
There is a difference. Submission is not
subservience. By Webster's dictionary, subservience indicates "obsequious and servile,"
whereas to submit is "to commit to the consideration or j udgement of another." S ubscrvience is not a position of equality of position; it is the same condition negroes were in
before they were liberated by the end of the
Civil War and the same position of the Jews
when they were being oppressed by Babylon,
Egypt and Rome. Therefore, the argument
that women were created subservient to men
is unbiblical and wrong.
Also, when considering the commandment
to submit, realize that not only were women
ordered to submit; all Christians were instructed to submit to their governments (read
Romans 13). How many pastors, Christians,

If you don't like it here, 'the road runs both
ways' says irked, but proud, southerner
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Dave Adams with CharilStinson, the 15(§|00th
attender of ScareMare sfflbe 1979.
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sports
Flames doused by UCF, 55-19
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON

"Our defensive secondary didn't play well and the
offensive line had some injuries. We had to play
with a makeshift offensive line part of the game."

Sports lulitor

After the trouncing of Charleston
Southern in the Homecoming game
Saturday, Oct. 30, the LU football
team had the tables turned this week
as the University of Central Florida
exstinguished the Flames, 55-19.
"Our defensive secondary didn't
play well and the offensive line had
some injuries," Flames Head Coach
Sam Rutigliano said. "We had to play
with a makeshift offensive line part of
the game."
The Flames defensive gave up the
most offensive yards this season as
the Knights scurried for 541 total net
yards. Out of those yards, 424 were
gained through the air.
The LU defense was led by defensive back Sedrick Watkins, who
posted nine tackles with one being for
a loss, and linebackers Dion Krause
and C.H. Christopher, who recorded
seven tackles each.
UCF quarterback Darin Hinshaw
led the Knights'offensive attack with
a blockbuster performance, completing 21 of 29 passes for 350 yards and
:":::>*S:**:o:::::£*
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— Sam Rutigliano
LU Football Head Coach
six touchdowns.
Also coming up big for the Knights
was wide receiver David Rhodes who
caught 11 passes for 150 yards and
four touchdowns.
On the Flames side of the ball,
quarterback Antwan Chiles proved to
be a definite bright spot for the team,
completing 21 of 36 passes for a career-high 257 yards and one touchdown. However, Chiles had negative
25 yards on the ground, being sacked
six times for a loss of 48 yards.
Wide receiver James McKnight
caught seven of Chiles' passes for
121 yards and Maurice Jones also
caught seven passes for 84 yards with
one touchdown.
On the ground, the Flames
scrambled for a total of 83 yards, led
by running back Scott Thomas, who
—

- — - — _ — _
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had 76 yards on the day. Adrian Cherry
followed with 24 yards.
Hinshaw got off to a huge start after
the opening kickoff, throwing for a
seven-yard touchdown pass to Rhodes
just after one minute into the game.
Hinshaw then connected to Rhodes
again, thistimefor a three-yard touchdown pass.
The Flames found themselves on
the board for thefirsttime after Chiles
ran for a one-yard touchdown. Daniel
Whitehead's extra point moved the
Flames within a touchdown, 14-7.
Thomas ignited the LU offense with
just over four minutes in the first
quarter, rushing for a 29-yard touchdown. However, Whitehead's extra
point failed this time, leaving the
Flames as the trailer, 14-13.
Rufus Hall reached the end zone for

Central Florida with just more than
two minutes left in the first quarter,
going 24 yards for a touchdown off a
Hinshaw pass.
UCF dominated the Flames in the
second quarter. Kicker Charlie Pierce
booted a 37-yardfieldgoal with 12:48
left in the half, and then connected
again with 11:03 left on a 39-yarder,
boosting the UCF lead to 27-13.
Rhodes found the end zone once
more for the Knights on a 18-yard
pass from Hinshaw.
The Flames did manage to score
once more before halftime as Chiles
connected to Jones for a 22-yard touchdown pass.
The second half was all UCF as the
Knights reached the end zone three
more times.
Overall, Rutigliano said his special
teams were not in sync for the game.
"We had a complete breakdown in
our special teams," Rutigliano said.
"From the point of missing the extrapoint, we didn't play well on special
teams. We had trouble protecting the
photo by Todd Singleton
punter and also had times where we HERE TO STAY — Despite LU's loss to UCF Saturday, quarterwere called to 12 men on the field." back Antwan Chiles provided 257 yards and a touchdown.
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Men's soccer dropped in first
round of Big South tourney

\ 'imBm ~~WB -TBI H « i *

By STEPHEN STROUT
Champion Reporter
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Pete Sklias scooted a shot by Liberty goalie James Price as Winthrop
ended the Flames' season Thursday
in Greensboro, N.C.
Liberty's loss in the opening round
of the Big South Conference men's
soccer tournament dropped the Flames
to 10-6-1 overall. Winthrop improved
to 7-8-1, setting up a semifinal meeting with top-seeded Campbell. The
Flames were the tournament's fourthseed, matching up with the Eagles
who were the tournament's fifth-seed.
The game's only score came midway through the opening half at the 25
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minute mark. Winthrop's Scott Rawlins sent a corner kick into the box,
where Sklias chased down the loose
ball. Sklias sent the ball just inside the
left post of the goal for the game
winner. The score came precisely at
24:52 and was an unassisted goal.
The Eagles were the more potent
club offensively, banging out 10 shots
on goal and seven corner kicks while
Liberty could only muster up five
shots on gond five corner kicks.
Price performed admirably in goal
again for the Flames making seven
saves on the day. Pat Long and Chad
Liddle combined for two saves to
make Winthrop's lead stand.

However, Winthrop's season would
end on Friday as it fell to heavilyfavored Campbell. The Camels however failed to capture the championship as they were 2-1 losers to UNCGreensboro, the tournament's host
team, on Saturday. UNC-Greensboro
will now advance to the NCAA playoffs, as the Big South champion receives an automatic bid.
The Flames' first round defeat signaled the end of college careers for
several Liberty players. Bradley S tyles
Tom Merchant, James Price, Reggie
Wheaton and Darren Shelburne
played theirfinalgame for the Flames
Thursday.
• . . .

Runners prepare for regionals
By CHARLES ONYEANUSI
Champion Reporter

photo bj> Hal Htchnrdwa

HERE'S THE PLAN — L U Men's Basketball Head Coach Jeff Meyer, who will begin his 13th
year with tbi Flames, maps out a play for his team in a practice Thursday. The Flames began
their first practices of the 1993-94 season last week to prepare for another challenging seasoruThe
team will open the season on Saturday, Dec. 4, when it hosts Virginia Commonwealth, Two
exhibition contests will be held on Friday, Nov. 19, against the Finnish national team and on
Saturday, Nov. 27, against the Sports Crusaders.
;

After a disappointingfinishat the
Big South Finals last week, the LU
cross country team will participate in
the upcoming NCAA cross country
regionals next weekend in Fairfax,
competing against teams from Villanova, Virginia, Penn State and other
schools on the East Coast.
After the teams performed below
expectations last week junior Jason
Krull and freshman Jason Hofacker
assumed responsibility, lifting the

teams' image by qualifying for the
NCAA regionals.
Although the team consists of many
skilled runners, injuries hampered the
men's team this year, causing it to
lose its title in the Big South.
"I think the talent of our team is at
the top of the Big South. Next year,
we will be back in contention for the
title," Krull said.
In addition to Krull and Hofacker,
the entire Lady Flames team will also
be competing in Fairfax, facing more
than 12 teams from big schools in-

cluding James Madison, Villanova
and Radford.
Representing the Lady Flames will
be senior Urlene Dick, who will be
running for her last time with Liberty.
"This is a meet unlike any other
because of the level of competition,"
Dick said.
In preparation for the competition,
the team is trying to increase speed,
but is also using the time off to rest up.
"There's not a whole lot we can do
now; the work's already done," Dick
said.

Women's volleyball wins at home, falls to JMU to end regular season
By MARK R. VARNER
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flamesfinishedtheirregularseason with a loss against James Madison on
Saturday, however, they saw the win column
one more time on Thursday, Nov. 4, with a
win over Campbell. The Flames finished with
a record of 9-28.
Saturday the Flames went north to Harrisonburg, Va. to take on the Lady Dukes of
JMU. Game one saw the Flames, led by Diane
Martindale, take charge through a tough game.
LU emerged victorious with a 15-13 win.
In the second game, the Lady Dukes came
back, as they won with a score of 15-11.
Both squads showed intense offense in the
third game. However, JMU prevailed, winning 15-13.
The Dukes proved their skill in game four,
as they totally took charge and left the Flames

behind in the dust. JMU won the match, with
a 15-9 score in the fourth game.
Martindale led the way for the Flames with
24 kills, 15 digs and two service aces. Lori
Mattson recorded 12kills, 18 digs, two blocked
shots and served two aces.
Thursday night the Lady Flames played
theirfinalhome game of the year against the
Campbell Camels.
Campbell was more ready to play than the
Flames in game one, as they took the victory
with a 15-10 score.
Game two saw the Flames get back in form
as they defeated the Lady Camels 15-12.
Liberty, led by Joi Rickard's serving,
jumped out to an 8-2 lead in game three,
eventually cruising to a 15-9 victory.
The Flames took their 2-1 lead into game
four and never looked back. After taking a 61 lead, the Lady Flames went on to crush

BOB STURM

Black coaches' argument
an insult to minorities
Something a bit disturbing started up action in the
world of college basketball several weeks before the
season was scheduled to begin — that being the boycott
most black head coaches levied on the annual NABC
issues convention last month in Charlotte.
There were many reasons for the boycott, but the disturbing part of the agenda was the absolute opposition to
the new academic requirements being implemented by
the NCAA.
These new requirements included higher SAT scores
and high school GPA's in order to be eligible for athletics
via the Proposition 48 rule. The argument of the black
coaches is that by raising Prop. 48, you are limiting the
possibility of young black players from the inner city
being able to come to "College A" to play basketball and
earn a degree.
In addition to these reasons for the boycott are others

Campbell 15-5 to win the match.
Coach Chris Fletcher was pleased with her
team's performance.
i i -mm m
"We played better as a team and we communicated a little bit better than we have
been," Fletcher said. "It was nice to see them
hit the ball hard again. It's been a long time
since we did."
W f
Martindale supplied the offense with 21
¥ *B
kills, 12 digs and three service aces. Amanda
mmm
Wickersham had eight kills, three digs and
six blocked shots.
t 4 «
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' This is the best game I've ever seen Amanda
immwWWi
play, as far as her attack game," Fletcher said.
^^B
"She really put it all together tonight."
n
Amm m -^W
Tanya Ward finished with six kills and a
team high 10 blocked shots. Ritter recorded
14 digs and 41 assists.
M
•
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With those assists, Ritter captured fifth
SPIKING
IT
THROUGH
—
Lady
Flame
Nikki
Keznor
attempts
a kill in the
place on LU's season assists record, with 926.
team's win over Campbell on Thursday, Nov. 4.

that may have legitimate gripes like scholarship limitations (cuts from 15 to 13 in basketball) and tough restrictions on signing a contact with an athlete while he still
attends high school.
George Raveling, USC's head man, claims, "Drug
dealers have more access than we do." These two
reasons are easy to understand, but that is where I stop
my support.
Geuing back to Prop. 48 and the rest of the aca
demic restrictions, in a day and age in which we have
seen examples of athletics being tarnished by former
athletes such as Dexter Manley, a student/athlete
who went all the way through the system
and never even learned to read, I would
tend to believe that any reasonable requirement sent do wn by the NCAA should
be welcomed with open arms.
The facts speak for themselves about
the success of Prop. 48. For instance,
the boycotting coaches claim that the
rule limits thenumber of minority players who will be able to attend a Divi-
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sion 1 school.
In a recent article in Basketball America, it was stated,
"In 1986-87, (the year Prop. 48 went into effect) blacks
comprised 59.9 percent of the players on college basketball squads. The percentage of black players has
continued to grow in the last three years to 64.1
percent in 1992-93."
Another example of the success the rule has had
is thai before it existed the graduation rale for black
male basketball players was 24 percent. Now, after
just seven years, the rate has risen to 31 percent.
As any educator would admit, it is the graduation rate that is deemed most important
when judging academic success.
Arguing against academic rules that
are obviously reasonable seems to be a
slap in the face of the minority student
that excels in his studies. The coaches
who see this as unfair are dangerously
close to stereotyping the minority student/athlete as inferior in learning abilities. This idea of being inferior just

because of skin color is ludicrous and an out-right insult
to minority students everywhere.
I understand that some of the coaches may be sincere
in their efforts to pluck an under-privileged athlete out of
the rough inner-city environment to eventually obtain a
degree and a successful living and I commend their
efforts.
But unfortunately, in this day when millions of dollars
are exchanged every time a game appears on network
television, and jobs are won and lost over a single point,
you just have to wonder if maybe there exists some more
selfish reasons for wanting that inner-city athlete to be
eligible to play in the "big game."
College athletics is a way out for many young people
who come from a tough background. But, I personally
don't belie ve that sitting out a year to get their academics
in order is too much to ask. After all, although we
sometimes forget it, a person comes to college first to
learn, then to win basketball games.
Editor's note: You can now hear Bob Sturm talk
sports on 90.9 FM at a new time, Monday through
Thursday evenings at 6 p.m.
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Lady booters tie Kutztown

Flames Football Game Preview
Liberty
fZX'J
vs.
Delaware State

By B. JILL ALESSI
The LU women's soccer team finished its season with a 2-2 tie against
Kutztown Saturday, giving the team a
final record of 1-12-1.
The referees called 16 penalties and
gave two yellow cards to each team as
players slid across the muddy field.
Although LU had a shot on goal
within the first minute of the game,
their first goal was not scored until
78:14 by midfielder Terri Lee.
The Golden Bears took their first
goal of the game off a penalty kick at
73:03.
"The game could have been over in
the first half," Head Coach Kerry St.
John said. "We had the shots, but we
didn't finish out when we had the

— Sports Wrap-up

Women's sports deserve equality
in scholarship opportunities
By CHRIS CARR

UNC-Greensboro upsets Campbell in Big South
Conference soccer tourney

Champion Reporter

The question has been posed: Are
college men and women's sports
equal? In most collegiate sports men
The UNC-Greensboro Spartans became the first team in NCAA history
to advance to the national men's soccer tournament at the Division 3 and 2 play at a higher level, draw larger
levels by upsetting top-seeded Campbell, 2-1, in the final of the 10th annual crowds and gain more recognition.
Yet, does this mean that women's
Big South Conference Tournament Saturday at UNC-G.
sports are less important and deserve
The third-seeded Spartans defeated the Camels for the first time in four
fewer scholarmeetings and improved to 14-5-2.
ships and finanLady Flames picked sixth in Big South pre-season poll cial
aid for their
The Lady Flames basketball team was picked tofinishsixth in the Big
programs? The
oice
South Conference in a pre-season poll after the team finished with a 16-12
answer is a reof the Fan
record last season.
sounding "no,"
The Lady Flames will open their season on Friday, Dec. 3, in the Lady
yet we see this
Flames Classic, hosting Central Connecticut, North Carolina A&T and
occurring in universities all across
South Carolina State. The team will also host an exhibition match against the the nation.
Slovenian national team on Tuesday, Nov. 23.
Chuck Burch, LU athletic director,
UNC-Greensboro was picked to win the conference with 191 total votes
said that the NCAA addressed this
and Radford was tagged with the second-place spot with 184 total votes.
situation two years ago when it reduced the maximum numberof scholarships a school can give out to men's
1) What are the most rushing yards gained by an LU football player in one
sports while keeping the maximums
season and by whom was this feat accomplished?
on women'sprograms the same. Burch
2) What is the current win-loss record of Head Football Coach Sam
also said that women's programs have
Rutigliano?
lagged behind men's in the numberof
3) What is the LU men's soccer team's record in Big South Tournament
scholarships available and that the
games?
NCAA is giving them a chance to
4) Who is the all-time assists leader for LU men's basketball?
catch up.
•Answers from Nov. 1 issue—1) Jesse Harrington 2) five games (1989This brings us to an important
1993), 3) once (1993), 4) 1981
question: Where does Liberty University stand concerning this situation?
The school right now offers 10
Eaoihall
sports for men and seven for women.
The Flames will travel to Delaware State on Saturday, Nov. 13, for a
There are 120 men on athletic schol1 p.m. contest.
arship compared with 37.5 scholarGolf
ships for women. Take away the 65
The team will travel to Summerville, S.C. on Saturday, Nov. 13, for the
for the football team and you still
Charleston Southern Invitational. The tournament will be held through
have a ratio of 60 scholarships for
Tuesday, Nov. 16.
men compared to 37.5 for women, or
a difference of 22.5 scholarships.
Crosscountry
The NCAA places a restriction on
The men's and women's teams will travel to Fairfax to compete in the
RETRACTION:
The winners of
IC4A/ECAC & NCAA Regionals, starting at 11 a.m. on Saturday, Nov.13.
the Flames Golf Classic on Friday,
Hosksx
Oct. 29, was the team of Head
The club will play at George Mason on Friday, Nov. 12, and Saturday,
Baseball Coach Johnny Hunion,
Nov. 13.
Assistant Basketball Coach Randy
Women's Volleyball
Dunion, Dr. Earl Mills and Rob
The Lady Flames will compete in the Big South Tournament at Winthrop, Van Egcn. The team that was
starting Friday, Nov. 12. The team will face Coastal Carolina in the first announced as winner in last
round.
week's issuefinishedthird overall.

Flames Trivia

Sports Schedule-

CLASSIFIEDS
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Call us and
find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's # 1
Spring Break company! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Panama,
Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)
424-8222.

If you are interested in
placing a classified ad in
The Liberty Champion.
contact Mrs. Mazanec
at 582-2128.
FOR RENT: Convenient to LU 2
bedroom brick duplex completely
furnished. Large LR, DR & Kitchen
with lots of closets & cupboards.
$275/mo. Call 846-4661 or 239-4238.

GROUPS&CLUBS:Raiseupto$500
- $1500 in less than a week. Plus win a
trip to MTV SPRING BREAK '94 and
get a FREE T-Shirt just for calling.
1-800-950-1039, ext. 65.

CLUBS: RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN
JUST ONE WEEK! For your club.
Plus $1,000 for yourself! And a FREE
T-SHIRT just for calling. 1-800-9320528.ext.75.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013.

AUTOMOBILES: Gordon Harper
H&HCars. We finance. 237-6400.

FREE
Oil Change, Lube & Filter or
4 wheel Balance & Rotation w/
Purchase of a Tune-Up!
IKOM $

WITH THIS
COUPON
Hours: M-F 8-6
Sal. 8-4
Expires
11/20/93

24

90*

I

6cyl. $34.90*
8cyl. $39.90*

Simic viuu, pickups, (flMJfyens iiiid
hvdloliuic engine* adifl. Call
yuur center fm pticuig dt dcuilfc.

-Complete engine analysis - Checking
fuel & emission systems ~ Inslall new
plugs - Inspeel fillers, bells & K'V
Check & sel liming, carburetor & idle
speed - I2,(XK) mile/12 month guarantee
Standard ignition & additional parts extra.

CARTOONIST: Liberty grad. can
think up funnies but can't draw! Seeking partner for possible syndication.
Send samples of various facial expressions, nature backgrounds, etc. Steady
money with minimal work if we attain
syndication. Write Bill Meyers RD 1,
Box 291-E Montvale. VA 24122. Include telephone number.

By DANNY WENGER
Champion Reporter

the number of scholarships that a use of the B. R. 1 .akin Scholarship to
university is allowed to give per give financial assistance for soccer
sport. We also see a large difference players.
The soccer team competes in the
in this area. In all of the men's sports
this university meets or comes close Big South Conference, and without
to meeting the maximum scholarships more scholarships it is hard to compete with the larger schools that the
allowed.
However, the same does not hold team must face.
Fans may be more interested in
true for the women's programs. No
women's sport at Liberty meets the watching men's sports and some may
maximum number of scholarships, feel that women's sports are less
and only basketball and volleyball important, but we must ask ourselves
what is the purpose of university athcome close.
The two areas that are probably letics? Is it for the fans only? Absolacking the most are the women's lutely not. It is for athletes to use their
soccer and softball programs. Men's talents to represent their school to the
baseball has 11 scholarships, whereas best of their ability. The men's prosoftball, the women's equivalent, has grams at Liberty have been given this
only three. But, the softball program opportunity. The women should also
will be in its first season during the be given equal opportunity.
1993-94 school year, making some
Finances may be a problem, but if
justification for this discrepancy.
the school can afford men's proThe women's soccer program, grams, it should also be able to afford
however, is where the inequality can women's.
clearly be seen. This is the fourth year
"Admittedly, we are lacking in some
for the program and yet it only offers areas, but we have made great strides
three and one-half scholarships, in the past two to three years," Burch
compared to nine available for the said.
men's team..
Burch recognizes the problem and
is
concerned
about it. Yet if he does
Burch said that he has sent a pronot
have
the
finances,
there is little he
posal to Vice President of Finances
can
do.
Norm Westervelt, requesting more
Moreover, the administration also
aid for the sport.
needs
to become aware of the probHe also said that the women's soclem
and
do everything possible to
cer coach, Kerry St. John, was able to
correct
it.
work with the administration in the

Congratulations to the team and
players of White Men Can't Jump,
who, on Thursday, Nov. 4 wound up
a hard and grueling season by winning a three-game series with the
team HIV Negative and the Liberty
men's intramural basketball championship.
In men's football, the league
wrapped up its regular season Thursday and will begin playoff action full
force on Monday, Nov. 8, as the team
Business as Usual tries to repeat as the
gridiron's best.
Also, men's soccer and women's
basketball will finish up post-season
play this week. Both sports will hold
semi-final and championship games
on Tuesday, Nov. 9.
Because of Super Conference,
many of the contests scheduled in all
Liberty intramurals had to be either
postponed or cancelled.
However, some of the more consumed sports addicts did manage to
find the time to come out to play.
Men's Basketball:
Monday, NoY, 1
HIV Negative 54, While Men Can't Jump 49
Thursday. Nov. 4
White Men Can't Jump 66, HTV Negative 30
White Men Can't Jump 54, HIV Negative 46
Women's Basketball:
Monday. Nov. 1
Peaches 42, Defenders 16
Thursday. Nov. 4
Nothin' But Net (forfeit), DefendersPeaches 36, McGregor 16
Men's Soccer:
Monday. Nov. 1
Fury 6, Fencers 1
Bad Boys (forfeit). Kick 'Em—
Wednesday. Nov. 3
Bad Boys 3, Fencers 0
Thursday. Nov. 4
Fury 3, Bad Boys 2
Men's Football:
Wednesday. Nov. 3
Vermins 24, The Posse 8
Dorm 1 Renegades 26, Rebels 8
Los Juevos (forfeit). Blue Imps—
Business as Usual (forfeit), Wolf Pack—
Thursday. Nov. 4
Sons of Liberty 54, Cowboys 0
Screamers 24, The Hogs 2 22
T-Bones 44, Strength in Numbers 20
All-Madden Team (forfeit). Human Blankets-

Hey sports fans!

If you love sports, why not
write about it? You can
become involved with the
Liberty Champion, covering
sports or writing feature
articles on LU sports personalities. To get involved call
Mrs. Mazanec at 2128.

Liberty Up
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River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 11-15-93 Sun - Thurs only

resents...

HOUSE FOR SALE: 8 room house
for sale. 207 Pcrrymont Ave. One
block from LCA and TRBC. 5255820 or 1-376-2091.
HELP WANTED: Earn $500 - $1000
month - part time. 237-6500

$
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4 Tire Balance & Rotation

per axle
$19.90'

w/ lice biukc ucspcclton 'liwisl uus. Aluminum & cualum wheels £7.95 ci.

S 24.90 *
$ 14.90 *

Transmission Service
Oil Change Lube & Filler

Lynchburg „
3012WardsRoad
(2 lilks. of River Ridge Mall)
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Mindboggle
Video Arcade

EARN UP TO $10/HOUR:
Motivated students needed for P/T
marketing positions at your school.
Flexible hrs. Call TODAY! 1-800950-1039 Ext. 3068.

WE DO BRAKES
WE DO BRAKES!!!
l;ROM

'White Men
Can't Jump'
wins men's
hoops title

opportunity."
The Flames registered a total of 17
shots on goal, with six by Lee and six
by Cori Tallman.
Mandi Limmagc scored the
Flames' second goal 13 minutes into
overtime play after several completed passes down the field by Lee
and Mary Beth Zwart. Lee gave a
cross-field pass which Limmage
kicked high into the far corner of the
goal for the score.
LU goalkeeper Michelle Curtis
allowed Kutztown's second goal 10
minutes before the end of the game.
St. John said that although the seaphoto by Anne Ardrcy
son was disappointing, the team grew
BACK
OFF
—
Lady
Flame
in character, gained experience and
did not quit He plans to recruit five Alisa Ontiveros fends off a
freshmen with the skill level and ex- Kutztown opponent in the mud.

Champion Reporter

The Flames have nothing to lose going into Delewarc State on Saturday,
after being demolished by Central Florida, 55-19. It is all but official now
thatLU will notbeplaying any more games after its Nov. 20 contest against
Villanova, and the younger players on the team are anxious to prove what
they can do for next year.
One Flame who really proved his stuff last week was quarterback
Antwan Chiles. Chiles will have two remaining games to work out the bugs
before the season ends.
Against the Hornets, the Flames are tied 3-3. The Flames dominated the
Hornets last year at LU Stadium, but this year LU must travel to Alumni
Stadium where Delaware State always puts up a good fight.
The Hornets took care of North Carolina A & T on Saturday, 25-19,
advancing their record to 6-3, and possibly moving into the Sports Network
top 25. Delaware State will be praying for a playoff spot, so look for the
Hornets to be fired up in a big way against the Flames.
One thing the Flames must do is stop the powerful rushing attack of
Delaware State. If the LU defense can do this, and the offensive line can
find its way back on track, the Flames have a sure shot at a win.

LU Intramurals

MEMBERSHIP
STILL AVAILABLE

3av Wiftinr^fMisMiU #3938
Trent Itartiin, RMMtfVjS director #4124
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T T l L r i J V LL. Chargers get a jump

Can anyone stop the Dallas Cow- boys. Dallas killed the Giants. Enough resurrected from the dead in the last
boys? The team is undefeated since said. Cowboys by 9.
few weeks, while the Rams have
the return of Emmitt Smith, but I
San Francisco 49ers at Tampa Bayquiedy struggled to win games. Rams
don'tthinkthatheisthe ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t Buccaneers. Steve byl.
entire reason that this
Young hasfinallygotCleveland Browns at Seattle
team is as good as it is.
ten the49ers back on the Seahawks. The Browns were the dogAfter all, Troy
road to the playoffs — ugly losers at home last week against
Aikman leads the NFC
they'll be stopping in the Denver Broncos. That should
in quarterback rating
Tampa
only for a quick brighten up Seattle Head Coach Tom
By CAIN CLAXTON
and Michael Irvin is just
snack. 49ers by 7.
Flores, who sees several difficult
awesome. Then when you look at the
Miami Dolphins and Philadelphiamatch-ups ahead of his team. How
team's defense, especially if you're Eagles. Where are all those Eagles about an upset? Seahawks by 2.
an offensive coordinator for another fans? Dolphins by 4.
Minnesota Vikings at Denver Bronteam, you just want to cry.
Washington Redskins at New Yorkcos. The Chargers trounced all over
The Cowboys are that good, but Giants. The Giants suffered a major Minnesota last week. Meanwhile, the
don't count them as automatic Super defeat at the hands of the Cowboys Broncos man-handled the Browns.
Bowl Champions. Did I just say what last week, causing many New York- Give it to John Elway. Broncos by 7.
I think I said?
ers to look ahead to the basketball
Chicago BearsatSanDiegoChargGreen Bay Packers at New Orleansseason. The only worthwhile reason ers. Like I said, the Chargers crushed
Saints. With last Sunday off, the Saints to watch a Skins game is to see if the Vikes last week. The week prior,
have had an opportunity to regroup Art Monk can keep his streak of con- they came up on top of the Raiders
from two humiliating losses. The secutive games with catches alive, even as L.A. quarterback Jeff HosPackers, on the other hand, hope to and he's a backup. This should tell teder threw for nearly 400 yards.
see their current streak of wins stay you a lot about the organization. Right now, San Diego is the best team
alive. Give it to New Orleans. Saints Giants by 10.
in the AFC (and in last place in its
by 3.
Kansas City Chiefs at Los Angelesdivision). Chargers by 12.
Raiders. Kansas City quarterback
New York Jets at Indianapolis Colts.
Houston Oilers at Cincinnati Bengals. Houston was relatively unim- Dave Krieg has always hadfitswith The fact that this game is in Indianpressive in its narrow win over Seattle the Raiders' defensive line. Itdoesn't apolis is the only advantage the Colts
last week, while the Bengals seemed help matters much when the Chiefs' have. It could be enough. Jets by 2.
vasUy improved against Pittsburgh. offensive line suffers extensive inju- LAST WEEK: "Quick Picks" was
right on six of 11 games, and the
The Bengals will earn their first win ries. Raiders by 6.
Atlanta Falcons at Los AngelesPatriots almost pulled off my upset
of 1993 Sunday. Bengals by 2.
Phoenix Cardinals at Dallas Cow- Rams. Atlanta seems to have been prediction. Overall record: 48-39.

Picks

National Basketball Association

'Airless' Bulls still contenders
The NBA season tipped off Friday
night with few surprises on day one
without Michael Jordan (by the way,
I pledge not to mention Air Jordan in
this column for the remainder of the
season).
However, the Chicago Bulls have
not forgotten how to win basketball
games, topping Charlotte 124-123 in
overtime behind B.J. Armstrong's 28point effort.
Shaquille O'Neal scored a modest
42 points in just 31 minutes as the
Magic turned off the Heat in Miami.
Also, Lenny Wilkens bested Larry
Brown in the coaching debuts with
new teams as Atlanta took down
Indiana.
Allow me to provide you with a
prophetic glimpse of the upcoming
season in case you plan on hibernating for the winter or moving to St.
Petersburg.
This is the year a big man finally
/ins Most Valuable Player again,
'atrick Ewing is a solid choice but
xpect Shaquille O'Neal to capture
le honor. The league is hungry for a
harismatic young star since the departure of that guy in all the commercials. If Anfernee Hardaway plays
anywhere close to his price tag ($84

Frcm
the
fcul
line..
By STEPHEN
STROUT
million over 12 years) the Magic could
rival the Knicks and the rookie's assists will give Shaq better looks at the
basket. Shaq must shoot the rock
better from the charity stripe (59.2%
in 92-93) to help Orlando win the
close games down the stretch.
This year's rookie class is one of
the NB A'sfinestever and the race for
top honors should rival it. Chris
Webber was the top pick but he will
face pressure earlier than expected
because of Golden State's injury problems and will be playing out of position at center. Minnesota's J. R. Rider
was the fifth overall pick (UNLV's
probation hurt his draft position) but
is the most mature offensive player
with unlimited scoring ability. Rider

Harris Teeter
m m wirV PRICES
QUALITY AND VARIETY

GOLDEN DELIGHT
TOM TURKEY
8-22 LB. A V G
JRADE "A"

LIMIT 1 W I T H
ADDITIONAL
$20.00
PURCHASE

WHOLE, BONELESS

PORK
LOIN

LIMIT I WITH
ADDTIONAL
$10.00
PURCHASE

msHmmmiis. n <«.

was the last top pick to sign but it
should not matter (remember Alonzo
Mourning) and he will be rookie of
the year.
Cleveland's Mike Fratello should
make a smooth transition from the
NBC broadcast booth back to the
coaching box. The former Atlanta
head man should breath intensity and
fire into a team that looked complacent at times during the playoffs last
season. If Fratello can shed the Cavs'
soft image (22nd in rebounding last
year) then the former "czar of the
telestrator" will be coach of the year.
While personal awards are rewarding achievements, the uldmate goal
for any player or coach is a championship. New York's physical presence in the half-court set should get
them to the finals in a matchup with
Seatde.
The Sonics added Detlef Schrempf
last week to an already talented squad
and last year's near miss against
Phoenix was all the seasoning Seatde
needed. The series itself will feature
the play-off savvy of Pat Riley and
Ewing against a young team still
gelling as a cohesive unit
Take the Knicks in six games and
enjoy the season.

OR BROCCOLI

DIET COKE OR
COCA COLA
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HARRIS TEETER... LOW PRICES ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
SWEET RELISH OR

ML OLIVE
KOSHER DILL STRIPS

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE

SOFT

DRINKS

IMPORTED, COOKED
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Flames' Scoreboard

16 OL

:W.

Football
W L T
4 5 0

Pta.
18S

| W-Volleyball
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RECORD: 9-27

Liberty-Central Florida, Stats
Lberty University
13 6 0 0 - 1 9
University ol Central Floiida
21 13 14 7—65
Rrat Quarter
Flo—Rhodes 7 pass from Hinshaw (Pierce kick),
13:48
Flo—Rhodes 3 pass from Hinshaw (Pierce kick), 7:35
Lb—Chiles t run (Whitehead kick), 4:40
Lb—Thomas 29 tun (kick failed), 423
Flo—Hall 24 pass from Hinshaw (Pierce kick), 2:19
Second Quarter
Flo—FG Pierce 37,12:48
Flo—FG Pierce 39,11 A3
Flo—Rhodes 18 pass from Jordan (Pierce kick),
7:13
Lb—Jones 22 pass Irom Chiles (kick tailed), 1:43
Third Quarter
Flo—Whittemore 28 pass Irom Hinshaw (Pierce
kick), 9:39
Flo—Rhodes 34 pass from Hinshaw (Pierce kick),
327
Fourh Quarter
Flo—Hall 26 pass from Hinshaw (Pierce kick), 11:06

Ro

Lib
18

31-83
257
21-37
0

6-48
8
0-0
2822

24
35-117
424
26-42
84
4-20
3
2-2
31:38

INDIVIDUAL OFFENSIVE STATISTICS
RUSHING-Liberty, Thomas 8-76, Chetry 11-24,
Parker 2-8. Chiles 10(-25). Central Florida, English 10
47, Davis 6-43, Francis 4-13, Hinshaw 4-11, Hull 6-9.
Huzzie 2-6, Jordan 3-(-12).
PASSING— Liberty,Chiles21-36-1257(1 TD),Colvatd
0 10 0. Central Florida, Hinshaw 21-29-0 360 (6 TD),
Jordan 5-120 74 (1 TD), Raid 0-1-0 0.
RECEIVING—Liberty, McKnlght 7-121, Jones 7-84,
Carswell 2-9, Duncan 2-15, Dews 2-32, Thomas 1-(-4).
Central Florida, Rhodes 11 • 150, Hall 5-91. Whittemore 387, Wouda 2-26, Huzzie 1-24, Davis 1-15. English 1-9,
Keyes 1-13, Payne 1-9.
MISSED FIELD GOALS—Liberty, Whitehead. Central Florida, Pierce.
PUNTING—Liberty. Colvard 8-327 (60 long). Central
Florida, Pierce 3-122 (50 long).
PUNT RETURNS—Central Florida, Whittemore 2-48.
KICK RETURNS—Lberty. Thomas 6-70. Cherry 354. Central Florida. Whitlemore 3-104, Jorgensen 1-0.
INDIVIDUAL DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
T ACKLES-Lberty, Watkins 9, Christopher 7. Krause
7, Hadley 6, Leggett 5, Freeman 5, McGill 3. Walker 3,
Lewis 2, Johnson 2, Earls 2, Covington. Rice. Cochran,
Inge. Cook, Whitehead, Colvard.
SACKS—Liberty, McGill, Christopher, Freeman.
Krause, Clark.
PASS BROKEN—Lberty, Lewis, Leggett, Rice, Bomai.

16 12 9 5
10 15 15 15

Cam
Kills-Art
Service Aces
Digs
Blocks

52-169

Lib
55-151

8
88
0

12
76
25

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
KILLS—Campbell, Mazza15(.167).Harron14(.195).
White 12 (.020), Marshall to (.152), Henderson (-.143).
Lberty.Maitindale21(.354),Wlckersham8(.615),Keznor

SELECTED VARIETIES

DEL MONTE
VEGETABLES

From Big South head coaches:
Team
let 2nd
UNC-Greensboro
5
4
Radford
Towson State

5th
0
0
1
3
3
2
0
1
0
0

8th
0
0
0
2
1
3
3
1
0
0

7th
0
0
1
0
1
3
2
3
0
0

From Big South aports Information directors:
Team
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 6th
0
0
0
7
3
UNC-Greensboro
0
1
0
Radford
3
4
1
Towson State
3
2
2
Campbell
3
0
1
UM-Baltimore County
t
3
i
Lberty
0
0
2
Coastal Carolina
1
2
0
Winthrop
0
0
0
Charleston Southern
0
0
0
UNC-Asheville

utli
0
0
0
1
4
3
1
1
0
0

7th
0
0
0
1
0
1
3
3
2
0

UM-Baltimore County
Lberty
Coastal Carolina
Winthrop
Charleston Southern
UNC-Ashevllle

3rd
1
0
5
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

4th
0
0
2
3
1
1
2
1
0
0

8th
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
3
1
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FAT FREE ZESTA
QQ
CRACKERS
uOUNCE | 7 7
SL1CED
AUuSSttArB
A99
ALPINE
LACE TO ORDER MM*
SWISS CHEESE
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SELECTED VARIETIES

SALOH SELECTIVES
HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
4-15 01.

Women's Basketball Preseason Poll

Campbell

A - 8,688

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Comp-Att
Return yards
Sacked-yards lost
Punt6
Fumbles-lost
Time ot Possession

Nov. 4
Campbell-Liberty, Stats
Campbell University
Liberty University, W

8 (.133). Ward 6 (.059), Ritter 6 (.222), Mattson 5 (-.046),
Landrey (1.000).
ATTACK ERRORS—Campbell, White 11, Mazza 9,
Harron 6, Marshall 5, Henderson 2. Liberty, Mattson 6,
Martindale 5, Ward 5, Keznor 4, Ritter 2.
SERVICE ACES-Campbell, Mazza 4, Harron 2,
Henderson, White. Liberty, Keznor 3, Martindale 3, Nice
2, Mattson 2, Ward, Rickard.
SERVICE ERRORS—Campbell, Mazza 3, Henderson 2, White 2, Harron. Liberty, Martindale 4, Keznor 3,
Ward 3, Nice 2, Mattson 2, Ritter, Rickard.
DIGS—Campbell, Mazza 24, White 29, Marshall 15.
Lanier 14, Harron 9, Henderson 7. Liberty, Keznor 15,
Ritter 14. Martindale 12, Ward 11, Nice 10, Rickard 7,
Mattson 3, Wickersham 3.
SOLO BLOCKS—Liberty, Martindale, Wickersham,
Ward.
ASSISTED BLOCKS—Liberty, Ward 9, Wickersham
5, Martindale 3, Keznor 2, Mattson 2, Ritter.
BALL-HANDLING ERRORS-Campbell, Marshall 2,
White. Liberty, Ritter 4, Keznor.

V f 99

12 PK. 12 OZ. CANS I

9th 10th Total
0
0
94

94
74
59
56
54
45
38
22
14

»th
0

10th Total
0
97
90
70
61
55
54
43
41
27
12

SELECTED VARIETIES

TROPICANA
ORANGE JUICE

KRAFT PHILLY
CREAM CHEESE

64 OL

Prices Effective Through November ?6, 199
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, November 10 Through Tuesday, November 16, 1993 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

